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Abstract: A contract splits the responsibilities between a component and its environment into a guarantee
that expresses an intended property under the responsibility of the component, given that the environment
fulfills the assumptions. Building on recent works where contracts are proposed as a means to meet the
challenges in the design of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), a general contract framework is presented that
supports the modelling of both individual components and architectures of CPS - at all levels of design, as
well as the structuring and specification of requirements on the components using contracts. To facilitate the
specification of requirements, constraints that restrict the ports over which a contract is expressed are introduced
to serve as sanity checks that the component and the environment meet their respective responsibilities.
Furthermore, a new graph, called a contract structure is introduced to support the structuring and tracing of
requirements on a CPS using contracts. As a proof-of-concept, the framework is used to specify and structure
safety requirements on an industrial system, as proposed by ISO 26262.

I. INTRODUCTION

The notion of contracts was first introduced in [67] as a pair of pre and post-conditions [36], [45],
[57] to be used in formal specification of software interfaces. In recent work [12], [14], developed within
the european research project SPEEDS [85], the use of contracts is extended from formal specification of
software to serving as a central design philosophy in systems engineering to support the design of Cyber-
Physical Systems (CPSs) [60], [81]. One of the key challenges that triggered the extension of contracts is
the increasingly complex development environment of CPSs, characterized by distributed OEM (Original
Equipment Manufacturer)/supplier chains [12], [14].

In the context of an OEM/supplier chain, in order to achieve an overall set of intended properties of
a system, the OEM needs to distribute the responsibilities between different suppliers that are to deliver
components that are to be integrated with the rest of the system. Clearly defined interfaces and the separating
of responsibilities between the different suppliers and the OEM are paramount in order to support seamless
integration. A contract addresses such concerns by assigning the responsibility of achieving a certain property
to a component under the form of a guarantee, given that certain constraints under the responsibility of the
environment of the component, called assumptions, are fulfilled [12].

Although the discussion above focuses on the use of contracts for managing the complexity of OEM/supplier
chains, the discussion can be generalized and is equally valid for any design context where clear separations
of responsibilities are warranted. Another example of such a context is presented in [28], and more explicitly
in [92] where contracts are shown to provide a suitable foundation for structuring safety requirements in the
functional safety standard ISO 262626 [48]. The reason for this is that a contract explicitly declares what a
component requires from its environment as assumptions, in order to guarantee that the safety requirements
are met [92].

However, the achievements in [92] were made possible only due to a modification of the work [12], [81]
in SPEEDS where the modification relaxes the constraint that a contract must be limited to the interface of
its component. This modification has been further explored in [90] where [90] generalizes previous contract
theories [7], [10], [12]–[15], [17], [22], [27], [33], [40]–[43], [67], [78], [81], [86], [87] to fully support
contracts that are not limited to component interfaces. As stated in [90], the increased expressivity in which
contracts can be specified, resulting from the generalization, is indeed needed in order to be able to support
practical engineering and to make it possible to properly express safety requirements [90], [92].
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Building on the work in [12], [14] and more specifically on [90], [92], this chapter presents a general
contract framework for specifying and structuring requirements on CPS. The framework provides support
for modelling both individual components and architectures of CPS - at all levels of design, as well as the
structuring and specification of requirements on the components using contracts.

At the core of the framework is a set of clearly separated conditions on a component and its environment
where the conditions ensure that the component meets its responsibility expressed by the guarantee of a given
contract. In the context of an OEM/supplier chain and also within a single company, the conditions specify
design constraints that the developers of the component and its environment need to meet in order to ensure
seamless integration. The conditions are general, which means that the conditions hold for any type of domain
that is considered, e.g. mechanical, software, etc., and further for the cases where a contract that is not limited
to a component interface is used.

In general, requirements in industry is often of poor quality [3] and in order to therefore support the
specification of requirements in practice, the framework includes a set of constraints on the variables, i.e.
the scope, over which a guarantee and the assumptions of a contract for a component can be specified.
The constraints constitute necessary conditions in order for the component and its environment to meet their
respective responsibilities in a given architecture, which means that the constraints serve as sanity checks of
the contract.

To meet the high demands on requirement traceability from recent functional safety standards, e.g. ISO
26262 [48] and IEC 61508 [47], and to support requirements traceability in general, a new graph, called
a contract structure, is introduced. A contract structure supports both the structuring of the requirements
on a CPS and its components using contracts and, in particular, the tracing from low-level requirements
on components to top-level requirements on the overall CPS. The individual traceability of requirements is
needed to comply with e.g. ISO 26262 where the assignment of Safety Integrity Levels (SILs) to lower level
requirements on components is determined based on the individual tracing from the lower level requirements
to top-level requirements on the system [91].

As a proof-of-concept, the framework is used for the structuring and specification of safety requirements in
ISO 26262 [48] for a Fuel Level Display (FLD)-system, installed on all heavy trucks manufactured by Scania.
A wide range of safety requirements are considered: from a safety goal down to safety requirements on real
industrially written C-code covering both application- and basic SW, as well as requirements that specify the
interaction between SW and HW components. Thus, the case-study does not only validate the framework, but
also serves as a reference example on the application of ISO 26262 in practice.

The chapter is organized as follows. Based on a theoretical framework in Sec. II, contracts are introduced in
Sec. III along with conditions that ensure that a component meets its responsibility expressed by the guarantee
of a contract. Considering such conditions, Sec. IV presents necessary constraints on the scopes of assumptions
and guarantees. Sec. V introduces contract structures in order to structure requirements on a CPS. Sec. VI
presents the industrial case-study as a proof-of-concept and as a reference example on the application of ISO
26262 in practice. Sec. VII compares the present chapter with related work and Sec. VIII summarizes the
paper and draws conclusions.

II. ASSERTIONS, ELEMENTS, AND ARCHITECTURES

This section establishes a theoretic framework in order to model a CPS and its parts, and to describe the
notion of a contract in Sec. III. The framework mainly draws inspiration from the contract theory [12], [14]
developed in SPEEDS [85]. Similarities between the theoretic framework presented in this section and the
one presented in [12], [14], as well as with other frameworks and theories, are discussed briefly throughout
the section and in more detail in Sec. VII.

A. Assertions and Runs

Let X = {x1, . . . , xN} be a set of variables. Consider a pair (xi, ξi) consisting of a variable xi and a
trajectory ξi of values of xi over a time window of possibly infinite length, starting at a certain time t0, e.g.
as shown in Fig. 1a. A set of such pairs, one for each variable in X , is called a run for X , denoted ωX . For
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. In (a), a trajectory of values of xi is shown. In (b), a run ω{xi,xj} is shown, consisting of two pairs containing the
trajectory shown in (a) and another trajectory of values of xj . In (c), a subset of the runs that are solutions to the differential equation
dy

dt
= x(t), where x(t) = t are shown.

example, a run ω{xi,xj} is shown in Fig. 1b as a solid line, consisting of two pairs containing the trajectory
shown in Fig. 1a and another trajectory ξj of values of xj , both represented as dashed lines.

Given a set of variables X ′ and a time-window, an assertion W over X ′ is a possibly empty set of runs
for X ′. This notion corresponds to similar definitions in [12], [14], [15], [81], [92].

Note that rather than specifying an assertion by explicitly declaring its sets of runs, assertions can be
specified by a set of constraints, e.g. by equations, inequalities, or logical formulas. For example, an assertion
W′ over {u, v}, specified by the equation u = v, is the set of all possible runs for {u, v} where u = v holds
for all samples in the given time window.

As a second example, consider that W′′ is an assertion over {x, y}, specified by the first order differential
equation

dy
dt

= x(t), where x(t) = t.

The assertion W′′ is hence the set of all possible runs that are solutions to the differential equation (see
Fig. 1c for a subset of these runs).

As a third example, consider that W′′′ is an assertion over {a, b}, specified by the logic formula a = 0∨b = 0,
where both a and b take values from {0, 1}. The assertion W′′′ is hence the set of all possible runs for {a, b}
where, for each sample in the given time window, at least one of a and b has the value 0.

1) Projection of Assertions: Given an assertion W over X = {x1, . . . , xN}, and another set of variables
X ′ ⊆ X , the projection [13], [82], [92] of W onto X ′, written projX′(W), is the set of runs obtained when
each pair that does contain an identifier x ∈ X ′ is removed from each run ωX in W, i.e.

projX′(W) = {ωX′ |ωX ∈W and ωX′ = {(x, ξ)|(x, ξ) ∈ ωX and x ∈ X ′}} (1)

Using notation of relational algebra [24], it holds that projX′ (W) =
∏

X′(W). Furthermore, the relation (1)
corresponds to the definition of projection in [13], [92], while [82] defines projection as an operation on a
single run instead of on an assertion.

As an example, consider an assertion {ω{xi,xj}} where ω{xi,xj} is the run shown in Fig. 1b. In accordance
with the relation (1), proj{xi}({ω{xi,xj}}) is hence the run containing only the pair with the trajectory of
values of the variable xi as shown in Fig. 1a.

Given an assertion W′ over X ′ and another set of variables X , p̂rojX(W′) is the set of runs where each
run in W′ is first extended with all possible runs for X \X ′, prior to applying the operation of projection.
That is,

p̂rojX
(
W′
)

= projX({ωX∪X′ |projX′ ({ωX∪X′}) ∈W′}). (2)

Note that if X ⊆ X ′, then it holds that p̂rojX (W′) = projX (W′). For the case where X ′ ⊆ X , the relation (2)
corresponds to the definition of inverse projection in [13], [92].
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Figure 2. The assertions W0≤x≤1 and Wy=x are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The assertions p̂roj{x,y}(W0≤x≤1) and
W0≤x≤1 ∩̂Wy=x are shown in (c) and (d), respectively.

Proposition 1. Given an assertion W over X , it holds that projX(W) = W.

Proof: Follows directly from the relation (1).
2) Dissimilar Sets of Variables: In the following, the symbols ∩̂,∪̂,⊂̂,⊆̂, etc. will be used to denote that prior

to using operations and relations on assertions over dissimilar sets of variables, the assertions are first extended
to the union of the sets of variables involved using the operator p̂roj in accordance with the relation (2). For
example, given two assertions W and W′ over the set of variables X and X ′, respectively,

W ∩̂W′ = p̂rojX∪X′(W) ∩ p̂rojX∪X′(W′)
W ⊆̂W′ = p̂rojX∪X′(W) ⊆ p̂rojX∪X′(W′).

Note that in the following and in the example above, when using set operations and relations on assertions,
it is assumed that all assertions are specified considering the same time window. That is, as stated in [15], it
is assumed that all assertions are specified with respect to a universal time.

As an example of how set operations and relations can be applied to assertions over dissimilar sets of
variables, consider that W0≤x≤1 and Wy=x are assertions over {x} and {x, y}, specified by the relations
0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and y = x respectively, where x and y both take values from R≥0. Considering that both the
assertions W0≤x≤1 and Wy=x are independent of time, the set of runs of W0≤x≤1 and Wy=x at a single point
in time are shown in Fig. 2a and 2b, respectively. In accordance with the relation (2), p̂roj{x,y}(W0≤x≤1) is
the set of runs where each run in W0≤x≤1 is extended with all possible runs for y, as shown in Fig. 2c. Since
Wy=x is an assertion over {x, y}, in accordance with the relation (2), it holds that

Wy=x = proj{x,y}(Wy=x) = p̂roj{x,y}(Wy=x).

As shown in Fig. 2d, and in accordance with the notations presented above, it holds that

W0≤x≤1 ∩̂Wy=x = p̂roj{x,y}(W0≤x≤1) ∩Wy=x.
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Figure 3. An example of an assertion Wy=x that is shown to constrain {y}.

3) Variables Constrained by Assertions: Let ΩX denote the set of all possible runs for a set of variables
X . An assertion W over X ′ constrains X if for each x ∈ X , it holds that{

W ⊂̂ projX′\{x} (W) X ′ \ {x} 6= ∅
∅ 6= W ⊂ Ω{x} otherwise,

(3)

where ⊂ denotes a proper subset.
As an example, consider an assertion W0≤x≤1 specified by the inequality 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 as shown in Fig. 2a at a

single point in time. According to the relation (3), W0≤x≤1 constrains {x} since it holds that W0≤x≤1 ⊂ Ω{x}.
However, W0≤x≤1 does not constrain {y} since {x} = {x}\{y} and W0≤x≤1 is not a proper subset of itself.

As a second example, consider the assertion Wy=x, as shown in Fig. 3a. In accordance with the re-
lation (3), Wy=x constrains {y} if Wy=x ⊂̂ proj{x}(Wy=x), i.e. in accordance with Sec. II-A2, Wy=x ⊂
p̂roj{x,y}(proj{x} (Wy=x)). The assertion proj{x} (Wy=x) is shown in Fig. 3b. If this assertion is further
extended with all possible runs for {y} by projecting it onto {x, y}, the assertion obtained is the one shown in
Fig. 3c. Since Wy=x, shown in Fig. 3a is a proper subset of the assertion p̂roj{x,y}(proj{x} (Wy=x)), shown
in Fig. 3c, it can hence be concluded that Wy=x constrains {y}.

The relation (3) can be compared to the notion of receptiveness as described in [12], [14]. The notion of
receptiveness is further discussed in Sec. VII.

B. Elements

In this section, the concept of an element is introduced in order to model any entity of a CPS in general,
such as a software, hardware, or physical entity, as well as to serve as a functional or logical design entity
in general, e.g. as a SysML block [39]. Elements essentially correspond to Heterogeneous Rich Components
(HRCs) [26], [54], as used in the contract theory [12], [14] of SPEEDS, but differs slightly in order to fit
with the other concepts in the present chapter.

Definition 1 (Element). An element E is an ordered pair (X,B) where:
a) X is a non-empty set of variables, called the interface of E and where each x ∈ X is called a port

variable; and
b) B is an assertion over X , called the behavior of E.

An element is a model of a real world object where the port variables model tangible quantities of the
object from the perspective of an external observer to the object. The behavior of the element models the
static and dynamic constraints that the object imposes on the quantities, independent of its surroundings.

As an illustrative example, consider an element Epot = (Xpot,Bpot) modelling a potentiometer, as shown
in Fig. 4 where the rectangle filled with gray and the boxes on its edges symbolize the element and its port
variables, respectively. The port variables vref , vbranch, and vgnd model the reference, branch, and ground
voltages, respectively. Furthermore, h models the position (0 − 100%) of the ’slider’ that moves over the
resistor and branches the circuit.
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Figure 4. An element Epot = (Xpot,Bpot), modelling a potentiometer.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. An architecture ALMsys of a ”Level Meter system”.

Given a model where it is assumed that the branched circuit is connected to a resistance that is significantly
larger than the resistance of the potentiometer, the behavior Bpot can be specified by the equation

h =
vbranch − vgnd
vref − vgnd

.

C. Architectures

This section describes how a set of elements can be structured in order to model a CPS, its parts, and its
surroundings. Similar to e.g. [48], [49], such a structure will be referred to as an architecture, which, in this
chapter, will be denoted with the symbol A . Although the definition of an architecture in the present chapter
is, in essence, in accordance with the definitions in [48], [49], the definition in the present chapter is more
specific since it is tailored to fit with the other concepts presented in the chapter.

The underlying principles are to structure elements in an hierarchical manner, modelling a system and the
parts it consists of, and in analogy with [12], [14], use the sharing of port variables between element interfaces
to model interactions between the parts. The sharing of port variables offers an expressive and simple way
to model interactions, but requires the use of connectors, e.g. as described in Modelica [69], to be explicitly
represented as elements.

Prior to presenting the formal definition of an architecture, the concept is introduced informally by an
example describing an architecture ALMsys of a ”Level Meter system” (LM-system) ELMsys, as shown in
Fig. 5 where a set of elements is structured hierarchically as a graph, i.e. as shown in Fig. 5b. The sharing
of port variables at the same hierarchical level is in Fig. 5a visualized by connecting the port variables with
a line. The sharing of port variables between different hierarchical levels is visualized by its appearance on
several edges of rectangles.

As shown in Fig. 5a, the LM-system ELMsys consists of a tank Etank and an electric-system EEsys.
The electric-system EEsys consists of the potentiometer Epot as shown in Fig. 4, a battery Ebat and a level
meter ElMeter where the behaviors Bbat and BLmeter of Ebat and ElMeter are specified by the equations
vref − vgnd = 5V and l = (vbranch − vgnd)/5, respectively. The slider h is connected to a ”floater”, trailing
the level f in the tank. In this way, the potentiometer Epot is used as a level sensor to estimate the level in
the tank. The estimated level is presented by the level meter ElMeter where l denotes the presented level.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. In (a), a lamp is shown with a load resistance of 5Ω and an internal fuse with a breaking capacity of 0.5A. In (b), an
architecture is shown where a model Elamp = ({V+, V−, i, RL},Blamp) of the lamp in (a) and an element E′bat = ({V+, V−, i}, B′bat)
are the leaf elements in the architecture.

Notably, since each part of the electric-system EEsys will have quantities that may not be perceivable when
the parts are integrated with each other, e.g. the reference voltage vref , using standard terminology in graph
theory [35], a port variable x of a child of EEsys where x /∈ XEsys cannot be a member of an interface
of a non-descendant of EEsys

1, e.g. Etank. In order to further relate the individual behaviors of the children
of EEsys with the behavior of EEsys, the individual behaviors are first combined with each other using the
intersection operator and subsequently restricted to the interface of EEsys using the projection operator in
accordance with the Sec. II-A, i.e.,

BEsys = p̂rojXEsys

(
Bpot ∩̂Bbat ∩̂BLmeter

)
.

Now that the concept of an architecture has been informally introduced, the formal definition follows.

Definition 2 (Architecture). An architecture A is a set of elements organized into a rooted tree, such that:

(a) for any non-leaf node E = (X,B), with children {(Xi,Bi)}Ni=1, it holds that B = p̂rojX(
⋂̂N

i=1Bi) and
X ⊆

⋃N
i=1Xi; and

(b) if there is a child E′ = (X ′,B′) and a non-descendent E′′ = (X ′′,B′′) of E = (X,B), such that x ∈ X ′
and x ∈ X ′′, then it holds that x ∈ X .

Definition 2 is of a general type, which means that the condition (a) and (b) of Definition 2 hold regardless
of the domain, e.g. mechanical, software, etc., that is considered. In some domains, however, e.g. the software
domain, the interface of an element is typically organized into inputs and outputs, which means that additional
constraints must be introduced that express which runs that can be in each behavior of the elements. These
constraints are further discussed in Sec. VII.

In the context of an architecture containing an element E, the concept of the environment of an element E
is introduced.

Definition 3 (Environment of Element). Given an architecture A , the environment of an element E = (X,B)
in A , denoted EnvA (E), is the set of elements {Ei}Ni=1 such that Ei = (Xi,Bi) is either a sibling or a sibling

of a proper ancestor of E. Let BEnvA (E) =
⋂̂N

i=1Bi, denote the behavior of EnvA (E).

As an example, the elements Ebat, Etank, and ElMeter shown in Fig. 5 are elements in the environment of
the potentiometer Epot in accordance with Def. 3.

1) Resolvable Architecture: Consider a lamp with a load resistance of 5Ω as shown in Fig. 6a. The lamp
further has an internal fuse with a breaking capacity of 0.5A, which means that 0.5A is the maximum
current that can pass through the lamp without causing the fuse to melt. Now consider that an element
Elamp = ({V+, V−, i, RL},Blamp) is a model of the lamp. The behavior Blamp of Elamp is the set of runs
that are solutions to the relation i ≤ 0.5A and the equation i = (V+ − V−)/RL where RL = 5Ω.

1A descendant of EEsys is a node reachable by iteratively proceeding from parent to child starting at EEsys.
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Suppose that there is a need to simulate a scenario where the fuse melts due to a passing of current larger
than 0.5A through the lamp. The architecture shown in Fig. 6b is hence considered where the element Elamp

and another element E′bat = ({V+, V−, i}, B′bat), with a behavior B′bat specified by the equation V+−V− = 5V ,
are the leaf elements in the architecture. Since it holds that i = 5V/5Ω = 1A and the behavior Blamp of
Elamp is only specified for values of i that are lower than or equal to 0.5A, the scenario cannot be simulated
since B′bat and Blamp have no common run, i.e. it holds that B′bat ∩̂Blamp = ∅. This is clearly an undesirable
property of a model, and the concept resolvable architecture is introduced to characterize such cases.

Definition 4 (Resolvable Architecture). An architecture A is resolvable if it holds that
⋂̂N

i=1Bi 6= ∅ where
{(Xi,Bi)}Ni=1 is the set of leaf nodes in A .

The proposition that now follows presents a necessary and sufficient condition of resolvability. The propo-
sition will be frequently used in the following, and especially in Sec. III.

Proposition 2. Given an architecture A containing an element E = (X,B), it holds that A is resolvable, if
and only if BEnvA (E) ∩̂B 6= ∅.

The proof of Proposition 2 can be found in Appendix A.
As mentioned in Sec. I, given an architecture A , conditions that ensure that an element E meets its

responsibility expressed by the guarantee of a contract, will be presented in Sec. III-A. For the cases where
resolvability is not ensured by the overall context, to avoid the case highlighted in Fig. 6, the conditions
ensure that BEnvA (E) ∩̂B 6= ∅, which means that A is resolvable in accordance with Proposition 2.

Remark 1. The architecture shown in Fig. 6b is not resolvable since the behavior of the element Elamp is not
specified for a scenario where the circuit is broken due to the melting of the fuse. However, a more detailed
model of the lamp can be specified by the relation (i ≤ 0.5A ∧ i = V+−V−

5Ω ) ∨ i = 0, which captures the
properties of the lamp in a context where the circuit is broken. Notably, if Blamp is specified by this detailed
model, then the architecture shown in Fig. 6b is resolvable.

III. CONTRACTS

Based on the theoretic framework presented in Sec. II, this section introduces the concept of a contract,
as well as conditions that, given an architecture, ensure that an element meets its responsibility expressed
by the guarantee of a contract. In contrast to the contract theories [7], [10], [12]–[15], [17], [22], [27], [33],
[40]–[43], [67], [78], [81], [86], [87], but in accordance with [90], the conditions are general, which means
that the conditions hold for any type of architecture that is considered and further for the cases where the
contract is not limited to the interface of the element.

As a start, a general definition of a contract is presented.

Definition 5 (Contract). A contract C is a pair (A ,G), where
i) G is an assertion, called guarantee; and

ii) A is a set of assertions {Ai}Ni=1 where each Ai is called an assumption.

In the context of an architecture, a guarantee of a contract for an element expresses an intended property
under the responsibility of the element, given that the environment of the element fulfills the assumptions.
The set of variables over which an assumption Ai ∈ A or a guarantee G is expressed, is called the scope of Ai

or G, denoted XAi
and XG, respectively. For the sake of readability, let AA =

⋂̂N

j=1Ai and XAA =
⋃N

i=1XAi
.

As an illustrative example, consider the architecture ALMsys shown in Fig. 5 and a contract ClMeter =
({AlMeter},GlMeter) for the level meter ElMeter, as shown in Fig. 7 where the dashed lines represent the
scopes of AlMeter and GlMeter, respectively. The guarantee GlMeter, specified by the equation l = f , expresses
that the indicated level, displayed by the meter, corresponds to the level in the tank. The guarantee GlMeter

is under the responsibility of ElMeter, but only if the voltage measured between vbranch and vgnd maps to a
specific level in the tank, i.e. if the environment of ElMeter fulfills the assumption AlMeter, specified by the
equation f = (vbranch − vgnd)/5.
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GlMeter

Figure 7. A contract ClMeter = ({AlMeter},GlMeter).

The contract ClMeter can for example be used for a scenario where an OEM develops the ElMeter in-house
while the development of the elements Ebat, Epot, and Etank are outsourced to suppliers. The overall intended
functionality of the LM-system, as expressed by GlMeter, is under the responsibility of ElMeter, meaning that
the OEM does not only need to ensure the development of ElMeter, but also the successful integration of
the elements ElMeter, Ebat, Epot, and Etank into the element ELMsys with a behavior specified by f = l. A
successful integration of the elements can be ensured by the OEM, given that the environment of ElMeter in
ALMsys fulfills the assumption AlMeter, which is a condition that is to be met by the suppliers.

A. Conditions on Element and Environment

This section presents conditions on an element E and its environment EnvA (E) in an architecture A in
order to ensure that A is resolvable and that E meets its responsibility expressed by the guarantee G. i.e. that
BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G. That is, in accordance with Proposition 2, the conditions ensure that

∅ 6= BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G. (4)

In order to get a better understanding of when these conditions are needed, a scenario in the context of
an OEM/supplier chain as presented in Sec. I is examined. In the scenario, a contract C = (A ,G) is used to
outsource the development of an element E with an interface X . Specifically, the scenario can be described
in three phases:

1) a contract C and a set of variables X , i.e. an interface specification, are handed from the OEM to a
supplier;

2) the supplier develops an element E = (X,B) that is handed to the OEM; and
3) the OEM integrates the element E with a set of elements {Ei}Ni=1 to form an architecture A where
{Ei}Ni=1 is the environment EnvA (E) of E.

As expressed in phases (1-2), the development of the element E is guided only by the information available
in the contract C and the interface specification X , i.e. without access to the elements in {Ei}Ni=1. Therefore,
in order for the integration of E with the elements in {Ei}Ni=1 in phase (3) to result in an architecture A where
the relation (4) holds with respect to C, conditions must be enforced on the element E and its environment
EnvA (E). Conditions that ensure that the relation BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G holds are first presented, followed by
additional conditions that ensure that also the relation ∅ 6= BEnvA (E) ∩̂B holds.

As previously mentioned, the guarantee G is under the responsibility of E, given that the environment of E
fulfills the assumptions. This means that it must hold that

BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA . (5)

Supposing that the relation (5) holds, it follows that the relation BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G holds if

AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G, (6)

which is referred to as that E satisfies C in [1], [12]–[15], [78], [81]. Note that if A = ∅, then the relation (6)
simplifies to B ⊆̂G.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. The Wenn diagram in (a) shows a case where it holds that ∅ 6= BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G and (b) shows a case where this does
not hold. In (c), a Wenn diagram is shown where it holds that ∅ 6= BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G for each architecture A where BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA
and BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅.

To summarize the insights gathered so far, the conditions in order for the relation BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G to
hold, can be separated into the relation (5) that expresses a condition on the environment of E, and the
relation (6), which is a condition on the element E. However, in accordance with Proposition 2, the relation
BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G trivially holds if A is not resolvable, which is a necessary condition of the relation (4).
The relation (4) does not hence follow from the relations (5) and (6), so additional conditions must hence be
imposed on the environment and on the element in order to ensure that the architecture is resolvable. In the
following, these conditions will be examined.

1) Resolvability Conditions: Consider a contract ({A′},G′) for the element E′bat described in Sec. II-C1.
The guarantee G′ is specified by the equation i = 1A and A′ is specified by the equation i = (V+ − V−)/RL

where RL = 5Ω. The guarantee G′, under the responsibility of E′bat, expresses that the current i through the
element E′bat shall be 1A, given the assumption A′ that E′bat is connected to a circuit with a total resistance
of RL = 5Ω.

Considering the non-resolvable architecture shown in Fig. 6b, it holds that the environment of E′bat fulfills
the assumption A′, i.e. that Blamp ⊆̂A′ in accordance with the relation (5). Furthermore, the relation (6) also
holds since the relation A′ ∩̂B′bat is the set of runs over {V+, V−, i, RL} that are solutions to the equation
i = 1A. This means that resolvability is not ensured despite the fact that the relations (5) and (6) hold.

Notably, since G′ is specified by the equation i = 1A and Blamp only contains runs where i ≤ 0.5A, it holds
that Blamp ∩̂G′ = ∅. This implies that the architecture cannot be resolvable since it holds that Blamp ∩̂B′bat ⊆̂G′

and if there does not exist a run in Blamp that is also in G′, then there cannot exist a run that is in both Blamp

and B′bat that is also in G′. As previously shown in [90], this leads to the following proposition:

Proposition 3. Consider a contract C = (A ,G) and an element E = (X,B). If A is an architecture containing
E where ∅ 6= BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G, then it holds that BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅.

Proof: Follows from Lemma 4 in Appendix A.
Now that the necessary condition BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅ on the environment of E has been identified in order

for the relation (4) to hold, a complementary condition on the element E is examined in order to ensure that
the relation (4) holds.

Consider that the relation AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G on the element E holds. As shown in the Wenn diagram in Fig. 8a
where all assertions have been extended to a common set of variables, if it holds that BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA and
BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅, it is possible that the relation (4) holds. However, as shown in Fig. 8b, this is not true for
all cases. In fact, since BEnvA (E) ∩̂G can simply consist of one run, and this run can possibly be any run in
AA ∩̂G, in order to ensure that BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅, it must hold that AA ∩̂G ⊆ B as shown in Fig. 8c.

These insights are now summarized in the following theorem [90].

Theorem 1. Consider a contract C = (A ,G) and an element E = (X,B) where AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G. It holds that

AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B,
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if and only if ∅ 6= B ∩̂BEnvA (E) ⊆̂G for each architecture A containing E where BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅ and
BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA .

Given a contract C = (A ,G) and an element E = (X,B) where AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G, using quantifiers, Theorem 1
can also be expressed as:

AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B⇐⇒ (∀A 3 E : ((BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA ∧ BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅) =⇒ ∅ 6= B ∩̂BEnvA (E) ⊆̂G)).

Lemma 1. Given four assertions W, W′, W′′, and W′′′ where W ∩̂W′′ ⊆̂W′′′ and W′ ⊆̂W, it holds that
W′ ∩̂W′′ ⊆̂W′′′.

Proof: Consider four assertions W, W′, W′′, and W′′′ over X , X ′, X ′′, and X ′′′ where it holds that
W ∩̂W′′ ⊆̂W′′′ and W′ ⊆̂W. In accordance with Sec. II-A2, the relations W ∩̂W′′ ⊆̂W′′′ and W′ ⊆̂W can
also be written as

p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′′′(W) ∩ p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′′′(W′′) ⊆ p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′′′(W′′′), and (7)

p̂rojX′∪X(W′) ⊆ p̂rojX′∪X(W). (8)

Consider that each run in the assertions p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′′′(W), p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′′′(W′′), and p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′′′(W′′)
in the relation (7) are all extended with all possible runs for X ′ \ (X ∪ X ′′ ∪ X ′′′). This would yield the
relation

p̂rojX′∪X∪X′′∪X′′′(W) ∩ p̂rojX′∪X∪X′′∪X′′′(W′′) ⊆ p̂rojX′∪X∪X′′∪X′′′(W′′′). (9)

Similarily, if each run in p̂rojX′∪X(W′) and p̂rojX′∪X(W) in the relation (8) are extended with all possible
runs for (X ∪X ′′ ∪X ′′′) \ (X ′ ∪X), it must hold that

p̂rojX′∪X∪X′′∪X′′′(W
′) ⊆ p̂rojX′∪X∪X′′∪X′′′(W). (10)

The relations (9) and (10) imply that

p̂rojX′∪X∪X′′∪X′′′(W
′) ∩ p̂rojX′∪X∪X′′∪X′′′(W′′) ⊆ p̂rojX′∪X∪X′′∪X′′′(W′′′).

Removing all possible runs for X \ (X ′ ∪X ′′ ∪X ′′′) from each run in the assertions p̂rojX′∪X∪X′′∪X′′′(W′),
p̂rojX′∪X∪X′′∪X′′′(W

′′), and p̂rojX′∪X∪X′′∪X′′′(W′′′) yields the relation

p̂rojX′∪X′′∪X′′′(W
′) ∩ p̂rojX′∪X′′∪X′′′(W′′) ⊆ p̂rojX′∪X′′∪X′′′(W′′′).

In accordance with Sec. II-A2 and Proposition 1, this can also be written as

p̂rojX′(W
′) ∩̂ p̂rojX′′(W′′) ⊆̂ p̂rojX′′′(W′′′).

This and Proposition 1 implies that W′ ∩̂W′′ ⊆̂W′′′.
The proof of Theorem 1 now follows.

Proof: Consider a contract C = (A ,G) and an element E = (X,B) such that AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G.
For the if-only part, assume that AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B. Furthermore, consider an architecture A containing E where

BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA and BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅. The relations AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B and BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA , and Lemma 1 imply
that BEnvA (E) ∩̂G ⊆̂B. This and the relation BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅ imply that ∅ 6= BEnvA (E) ∩̂G ⊆̂B. This
and Lemma 4 in Appendix A imply that BEnvA (E) ∩̂B 6= ∅. This and since the relations AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G and
BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA , and Lemma 1 imply that BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G, it can be concluded that ∅ 6= B ∩̂BEnvA (E) ⊆̂G.
Since A was chosen arbitrarily, it follows that the relation ∅ 6= B ∩̂BEnvA (E) ⊆̂G also holds for each
architecture where BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA and BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅. This completes the if-only part of the proof.

For the if part, assume that for each architecture containing E where it holds that BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA and
BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅, it follows that ∅ 6= BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G. Assume the contradictory relation AA ∩̂G ̂6⊆B. This
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means that there exists a run ω such that {ω} ⊆̂AA ∩̂G and {ω} ̂6⊆B. Furthermore, assume that there exists
an architecture A containing E where BEnvA (E) = {ω}. This and the relation {ω} ⊆̂AA ∩̂G imply that A

is an architecture where both the relations BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA and BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅ hold. As was assumed, this
means that it follows that ∅ 6= BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G. This is however a contradiction since the relation {ω} ̂6⊆B

implies that BEnvA (E) ∩̂B = ∅. It follows that the relation AA ∩̂G ̂6⊆B cannot be true, which means that it
must hold that AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B, which concludes the proof.

Given that the relation AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G on the element E holds, Theorem 1 expresses a necessary and sufficient
condition on the element E such that if the element is integrated with a set of elements to form an architecture
A where it holds that BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅ and BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA , then the relation (4) holds. The condition
expressed in Theorem 1 holds regardless of the type of architecture that is considered, e.g. software, hardware,
mechanical, etc.

For practical application, the following corollary clearly separates the respective conditions on the element
E and its environment EnvA (E) in order for the relation (4) to hold with respect to C.

Corollary 1. Given a contract C = (A ,G) and an architecture A containing an element E = (X,B), it holds
that ∅ 6= B ∩̂BEnvA (E) ⊆̂G if both the following conditions hold:

i) the element E is such that

AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G, and (11)

AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B; (12)

ii) the environment EnvA (E) is such that

BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA , and (13)

BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅. (14)

Proof: Trivially follows from Theorem 1.
In the context of the scenario presented in the beginning of this section, Corollary 1 specifies the conditions

that the OEM and the supplier need to meet in order to ensure that the integration of E with the elements
in {Ei}Ni=1 in phase (3) results in a resolvable architecture A where the element E meets its responsibility
expressed by the guarantee G, i.e. that the relation (4) holds.

Given that the relation (13) holds, the relations (12) and (14) are sufficient conditions to ensure resolvability.
The relations (12) and (14) are also necessary to ensure resolvability in a general context such as the
OEM/supplier chain, but in fact not necessary for the case when E and the elements in {Ei}Ni=1 are not
developed in isolation from each other. An example of such a case is when both the element E and the
elements in {Ei}Ni=1 are developed within the same company. Since the team that develops E has full access
to the elements in {Ei}Ni=1, the integration of E with {Ei}Ni=1 into a resolvable architecture A is done by
trial-and-error and by relying on the expertise of the in-house development teams. Therefore, in order for the
relation (4) to hold in such a context, it is sufficient that the respective relations (11) and (13) on the element
and the environment hold.

As a conclusion to this section, it is examined whether the element ElMeter and the environment of ElMeter

in the architecture ALMsys shown in Fig. 5 are such that the respective conditions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 1
holds with respect to the contract ClMeter shown in Fig. 7. As expressed in the condition (i) of Corollary 1,
it must hold that

AlMeter ∩̂BlMeter ⊆̂GlMeter, and (15)

AlMeter ∩̂GlMeter ⊆̂BlMeter. (16)

Furthermore, as expressed in the condition (ii) of Corollary 1, it must hold that

BEnvALMsys
(ElMeter) ⊆̂AlMeter, and (17)

BEnvALMsys
(ElMeter) ∩̂GlMeter 6= ∅. (18)
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By applying the operation of intersection, AlMeter ∩̂BLmeter yields an assertion specified by the equation
f = l. Since this is equal to the equation that specifies GlMeter, the relation (15) holds. Furthermore, since
AlMeter ∩̂GlMeter is an assertion specified by the equation l = (vbranch − vgnd)/5, which is equal to the
equation that specifies BlMeter, the relation (16) also holds.

Suppose that the behavior of Etank is specified by the equation f = h. Since EnvALMsys
(ElMeter) =

{Etank,EEsys,Epot}, it holds that BEnvALMsys
(ElMeter) is specified by the equation f = h = (vbranch−vgnd)/5.

This means that the relation (17) holds. Furthermore, since BEnvALMsys
∩̂GlMeter is specified by f = h =

l = (vbranch − vgnd)/5, the relation (18) also holds.
Since the relations (15)-(18) hold, Corollary 1 implies that the architecture ALMsys is resolvable and that

the guarantee GlMeter, under the responsibility of ElMeter, is met.

IV. SCOPING CONSTRAINTS

Sec. III presented conditions that ensure that an element and its environment in an architecture meet their
respective responsibilities with respect to a contract. In contrast to the contract theories [7], [10], [12]–[15],
[17], [22], [27], [33], [40]–[43], [67], [78], [81], [86], [87], the conditions are applicable for the cases where
contracts that are not limited to element interfaces are used, which means that the framework in the present
chapter is strictly more expressive with respect to how a contract for an element can be specified. However, the
increased expressivity is not unlimited since there are necessary constraints on the scopes of the assumptions
and the guarantee of a contract for an element in order for the relations (11) and (13) to hold in a resolvable
architecture. Therefore, to facilitate the application of the framework, this section introduces such constraints
to serve as sanity checks of the contract.

Prior to presenting such constraints in a formal manner, two relevant propositions will first be presented,
followed by two representative examples of when the scopes of either an assumption or the guarantee of a
contract for EEsys leads to the violation of the relations (11) and (13) in the architecture ALMsys shown in
Fig. 5. Note that the architecture ALMsys is resolvable, as was shown in Sec. III-A1.

Proposition 4. An assertion W over X can only constrain subsets of X .

Proof: Assume that an assertion W over X constrains X ′ 6⊆ X , which will be shown to be a contradiction.
Generally, this means that there exists a variable x ∈ X ′ that is not in X . In accordance with the relation (3)
and since X \ {x} = X , this means that W ⊂̂ projX(W) if X 6= ∅ and ∅ 6= W ⊂ Ω{x}, otherwise. However,
this is a contradiction since Proposition 1 implies that projX(W) = W and since it holds that W = ∅ if
X = ∅, in accordance with Sec. II-A. It follows that there cannot exist a variable in X ′ that is not also in X .
Hence, W can only constrain subsets of X .

Proposition 5. Given two assertions W and W′ where ∅ 6= W ⊆̂W′, if W′ constrains a set of variables X ′′,
then X ′′ is also constrained by W.

The proof of Proposition 5 can be found in Appendix A.
Consider the following examples (a) and (b) of two contracts C′Esys = ({A′Esys},G′Esys) and C′′Esys =

({A′′Esys},G′′Esys), respectively:
a) As shown in Fig. 9a, the variable vbranch is in the scope of A′Esys, but not in the interface of the tank

Etank, i.e. the environment of EEsys. In the generic case, i.e. when A′Esys constrains {vbranch}, Btank

can only constrain port variables on the interface Xtank in accordance with Proposition 4. This means
that it does not hold that XA′Esys

⊆ Xtank, which means that it does not hold that ∅ 6= Btank ⊆̂A′Esys

in accordance with Proposition 5. Hence, Etank is not such that the relation (13) holds with respect to
C′Esys; and

b) As can be seen in Fig. 9b, the variable vbranch is in the scope of G′′Esys, but neither in the interface of
EEsys nor in the scope of A′′Esys. This means that in the generic case, i.e. when G′′Esys constrains {vbranch}
and when A′′Esys ∩̂BEsys 6= ∅, since A′′Esys ∩̂BEsys does not constrain vbranch in accordance with
Proposition 4, the relation ∅ 6= A′′Esys ∩̂BEsys ⊆̂G′′Esys does not hold in accordance with Proposition 5.
Therefore, the element EEsys is not such that the relation (11) holds, i.e. EEsys does not satisfy C′′Esys.
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GlMeter

(a)

GlMeter

(b)

Figure 9. Two contracts C′Esys and C′′Esys for EEsys where EEsys and its environment in the architecture ALMsys shown in Fig. 5
do not meet the relations (11) and (13).

As illustrated in the examples (a) and (b), if either an assumption in A or the guarantee G of a contract
for an element E has a scope that includes variables that are neither part of the interface of any element in
the environment of E nor on the interface of E, then at least one of the relations (11) and (13) does not hold
in the generic case.

Theorem 2. Given a contract C = (A ,G), if A is a resolvable architecture containing an element E = (X,B)
where

i) AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G, and
ii) BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA ,

then it holds that
a) X ′AA

⊆ XEnvA (E); and
b) X ′G ⊆ XEnvA (E) ∪X ,

where X ′AA
⊆ XAA and X ′G ⊆ XG are the sets of variables constrained by AA and B, respectively, and

XEnvA (E) denotes the union of the interfaces of the elements in the environment of E in A .

Theorem 2 is a slight modification from a theorem in [90] and can easily be derived from Proposition 2,
Proposition 4 and Proposition 5.

The relations (a) and (b) of Theorem 2 express necessary conditions in order for an element and its
environment in a resolvable architecture to be such that the relations (11) and (13) hold with respect to
a contract. Notably, the relations (a) and (b) of Theorem 2 only express constraints on the contract. To
characterize a contract that complies with such constraints, the concept of a scope-compliant contract is
introduced.

Definition 6 (Scope-Compliant Contract). A contract (A ,G) is scope-compliant with respect to two interface
specifications X and XEnvA (E) if

a) XAA ⊆ XEnvA (E); and
b) XG ⊆ XEnvA (E) ∪X .

Given an architecture A containing an element E = (X,B) where XEnvA (E) is the union of the interfaces
of the elements in the environment of E, assuming that the scopes of AA and G are equal to the set of variables
which they constrain, the relations (a) and (b) of Definition 6 hold for all cases where the relations (i) and (ii)
of Theorem 2 also hold. This includes all of the practical cases since the relations (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2
would still hold even if all variables that are not constrained by AA and G are removed from XAA and XG,
respectively. Hence, the inclusion of such variables simply does not make sense, therefore such cases are
excluded from Definition 6.

Regarding the examples shown in Fig. 9, since XA′Esys
6⊆ Xtank, in accordance with relation (a) of

Definition 6, the contract C′Esys is not scope-compliant with respect to XEsys and XEnvA (EEsys). Furthermore,
since XG′′Esys

6⊆ Xtank ∪ XEsys, in accordance with relation (b) of Definition 6, the contract C′′Esys is not
scope-compliant with respect to XEsys and XEnvA (EEsys). Definition 6 hence provides a means to detect
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that the scopes of the assumptions and the guarantee of each contract in Fig. 9 leads to the violation of the
relations (11) and (13) in ALMsys.

V. HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURING OF REQUIREMENTS USING CONTRACTS

Consider a scenario where it is infeasible to verify that the element E in a resolvable architecture A satisfies
its contract C, due to the complexity of E. A solution to such an issue, is to iteratively split the contract C
into a set of contracts for proper descendants of E until it is possible to verify that a descendant Ei of E
satisfies Ci with the intent that:

if each Ei satisfies Ci then E satisfies C. (19)

If the property (19) holds and the environment of E is such that the relation (13) holds, in accordance with
Sec. III-A1, the relation (4) holds with respect to C since the architecture A is resolvable. If an architecture
only consists of two hierarchical level, then the property (19) corresponds to dominance/refinement in [10],
[12]–[14], [78], [81] and the basic idea of compositional verification [1], [2], [19], [20], [25], [29], [32], [46],
[52], [53], [63], [65], [66], [68], [76], [79], [94], as well as, in essence, the notion of completeness in ISO
26262 [48].

Despite the fact that the scenario above describes a case where the element E has been developed prior to
verifying that each Ei satisfies Ci, the verification can be done prior to the integration of the proper descendants
of E into E, as long as resolvability of A is ensured. As presented in Sec. III-A1, resolvability of A can
either be ensured by the context of which the elements in A are developed in or by enforcing additional
conditions on the elements in A , respectively.

This section introduces the concept of a graph, called a contract structure C that organizes a set of contracts
for elements in an architecture with the intent of having the property (19). As will be shown, contract structures
supports the structuring of requirements on a CPS and the individual tracing of lower level requirements to
their top-level goals. This claim will be further validated in Sec. VI where contract structures will be used
in an industrial case-study to structure safety requirements for the FLD-system mentioned in Sec. I. Prior to
presenting the formal definition of a contract structure in Sec. V-B, an underlying concept of using a contract
to express a relation between requirements is described in Sec. V-A.

A. Contracts as requirement relations

As mentioned in Sec. III, in the contract shown in Fig. 7, the guarantee GlMeter is under the responsibility of
ElMeter, given that the environment of ElMeter in an architecture fulfills the assumption AlMeter. Formulated
differently, the guarantee GlMeter is a requirement on ElMeter, given an architecture where the environment
fulfills the assumption AlMeter. This was also observed in [92] where guarantees are used to express safety
requirements on elements.

Consider a scenario where the environment that the element ELmeter is to be deployed in, is unknown, e.g.
when developing ELmeter ”out-of-context” [48]. The assumption ALmeter of the contract shown in Fig. 7 hence
expresses the conditions that the environment of ELmeter is to fulfill in an arbitrary architecture containing
ELmeter. However, in a specific architecture, such as the architecture ALMsys in Fig. 5, the assumption ALmeter

can rather be seen as a requirement that is to be guaranteed by the potentiometer Epot. This was also observed
in [92] where, in the context of an architecture, assumptions are in fact references to other guarantees.

Therefore, in the definition of a contract structure for a specific architecture in Sec. V-B, an assumption of a
contract for an element E will, correspond to a guarantee of a contract for an element in the environment of E.
Formulated differently, the assumption of a contract for E is a requirement on an element in the environment
of E, while the guarantee is a requirement on E. The cases where the use of explicit assumptions are needed,
e.g. when it is necessary to expresses that an assumption is to be fulfilled by two or more guarantees, are
further discussed in Remark 2.
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Figure 10. A contract structure CLMsys for the architecture ALM−sys.

B. Contract Structure

Consider that each guarantee Gi of a contract Ci = (Ai,Gi) for an element Ei in the architecture ALMsys

is represented by a node in an edge-labeled directed graph as an overlay onto the hierarchical structure of the
elements of ALMsys as shown in Fig. 10. A guarantee Gi is an assumption of another contract Cj , if there
exists an arc labeled ”Assumption of” from Gi to Gj , visualised as a line with a circle filled with black at the
end. For example, the arc from Gpot to GlMeter represents that Gpot is an assumption of the contract ClMeter.

As also shown in Fig. 10, an incoming arc labeled ”Fulfills”, visualized as an arrow, to a guarantee Gi of
a contract for an element Ei from a guarantee Gj of a contract for a child Ej of Ei, represents the intent of
Gj ⊆̂Gi. For example, the arc from the guarantee GEsys to GLMsys represents the intent of GEsys ⊆̂GLMsys.

Now that the concept of a contract structure has been introduced informally, the formal definition of a
contract structure follows.

Definition 7 (Contract Structure for Architecture). Given an architecture A and a set {(Ai,j ,Gi,j)}Ni

j=1 where
(Ai,j ,Gi,j) is a contract for an element Ei of A and where each assumption in each set Ai,j is either:

a) a guarantee of a contract for a sibling of Ei;
b) an assumption of a contract for a proper ancestor of Ei; or
c) an assumption of the contract for the root element in A ,

then a contract structure C for A is an arc-labeled Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), such that:
i) the guarantees Gi,j and the assumptions of the contract for the root element in A are the nodes in C;

ii) each arc is uniquely labeled either ”Assumption of” or ”Fulfills”;
iii) there is an arc labeled ”Assumption of” from a node W to Gi,j , if and only if W is in Ai,j ;
iv) if there is an arc labeled ”Fulfills” from Gi,j to Gk,l, then Gk,l is a guarantee of a contract for a proper

ancestor of Ei; and
v) if a guarantee Gi,j is reachable from an assumption A of a contract for a proper ancestor Em of Ei, then

A is also an assumption of any contract (Ak,l,Gk,l) where Ek is a proper ancestor of Ei and a descendant
of Em (including itself) and where Gk,l is reachable from Gi,j .

As discussed in Sec. V-A and as also shown in Fig. 10, the conditions (a) and (b) of Def. 7 express that
an assumption of a contract for an element E correspond to a guarantee of a contract for an element in the
environment of E, i.e. an assumption is either a guarantee of a contract for a sibling of E, or an assumption
of a contract for a proper ancestor of E. The only exception is when the assumption is part of a contract for
the root element in the architecture as expressed in condition (c) of Def. 7.

Furthermore, as expressed in the conditions (i-iv) of Def. 7 and shown in Fig. 10, each node in a contract
structure corresponds to a guarantee of a contract or an assumption of a contract for the root node and each
arc either expresses that a node is an assumption of a contract or that the intent is that a guarantee is to fulfill
another guarantee.
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Figure 11. A contract structure that would not be a contract structure if the arc marked with ’(*)’ is added to the graph.

Consider the contract structure shown in Fig. 11 that is intended to clarify why the graph would not be a
contract structure if the arc marked with ’(*)’ is added to the graph, as expressed in the condition (v) of Def. 7.
In Fig. 11, the intent is that the guarantee G2 is under the (full) responsibility of E, without relying on any
assumptions. However, if the arc labeled ’*)’ is added, then the above-mentioned statement is contradicted,
since the responsibility of the guarantee G2 is split between the children of E, given that G′ is fulfilled by the
environment of E.

Prior to presenting a theorem based on a contract structure where the theorem expresses sufficient conditions
of the property (19), two definitions that will be used in the theorem are introduced.

Definition 8 (Goal in Contract Structure). A node in a contract structure for an architecture is a goal if the
node does not have any successors.

As an example, the guarantee GLMsys is a goal in the contract structure shown in Fig. 10.

Definition 9 (Atomic guarantee of Goal in Contract Structure). Given a goal G in a contract structure C for
an architecture A , a guarantee G′ is an atomic guarantee of G if G′ does not have any predecessors with an
outgoing ”Fulfills” arc to G′ and G is reachable from G′.

As an example, the guarantees Gtank, Gbat, Gpot, and GlMeter are the atomic guarantees of GLMsys in the
contract structure shown in Fig. 10. The contract structure in Fig. 10 hence supports the identification of the
lowest level requirements Gtank, Gbat, Gpot, and GlMeter on the elements in ALMsys where the requirements
can be traced to the top level requirement GLMsys on the element ELMsys.

Theorem 3. Consider a contract structure C for an architecture A where the guarantee G of a contract
(A ,G) for an element E = (X,B) in A is a goal in C. It holds that AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G if:

a) for each atomic guarantee Gi,j of G, it holds that AAi,j
∩̂Bi ⊆̂Gi,j where (Ai,j ,Gi,j) is a contract for

Ei = (Xi,Bi) in A ;
b) XG ⊆ XEnvA (E) ∪X where XEnvA (E) is the union of the interfaces of the elements in the environment

of E; and
c) for each node G′ that is reachable from at least one atomic guarantee Gi,j of G, it holds that

⋂̂N

k=1Gk ⊆̂G′

where {G1, . . . ,GN} is the set of direct predecessors of G′ with ”Fulfills” arcs to G′.

Proof: Consider the contracts {(Ai,j ,Gi,j)}M,Mi

i,j=1 containing the atomic guarantees of G. In accordance
with Def. 7, for each contract (A ′,G′) where G′ is reachable from at least one guarantee Gi,j , it holds that each
assumption in A ′ is either: an atomic guarantee Gi,j of G; a guarantee G′ where each descendant of G′ is an
atomic guarantee Gi,j of G if the descendant does not have any predecessors; or an assumption in A . This and

the conditions (a) and (c) imply that AA ∩̂
⋂̂M

i=1Bi ⊆̂G′, and further that AA ∩̂
⋂̂M

i=1Bi ⊆̂
⋂̂M,Mi

i,j=1 Gi,j , and finally

that
⋂̂M,Mi

i,j=1 Gi,j ⊆̂G in accordance with Def. 8 and Def. 9. This and since the condition (b) and Proposition 4

imply that G can only constrain subsets of XEnvA (E) ∪ X , it follows that AA ∩̂ p̂rojX(
⋂̂M

i=1Bi) ⊆̂G in
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R’’

(a) (b)

Figure 12. A possible extension to Def. 7 is shown in (b) where, in contrast to (a), assumptions are used as intermediate nodes.

accordance with Sec. II-A. This and since {Ei}Mi=1 is a subset of the proper ancestors of E in accordance
with Def. 7, it can easily be realized that AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G in accordance with Def. 2.

The conditions (b) and (c) of Theorem 3 expresses sufficient conditions of the property 19, while the
condition (c) ensures that the antecedent, i.e. the if-part, of the property 19 holds. The condition (b) ensures
that the scope of the goal G of the contract for E does not include a port variable x of a proper descendant
of E where x is not part of the interface of E. Since the behavior of E cannot constrain {x} and since AA
is intended to be fulfilled by the environment of E, the violation of the condition (b) either implies that the
constraint (a) of Definition 6 does not hold or that the element E cannot satisfy C. The condition (c) ensures
that all of the ”Fulfills” arcs between guarantees that can be reached from the atomic guarantees of G do in
fact hold.

Considering the contract structure for ALMsys shown in Fig. 10, since the scope of GLMsys is a subset
of XLMsys and since the relation GlMeter ⊆̂GEsys ⊆̂GLMsys holds, it can be inferred, through the use of
Theorem 3, that if the leaf elements of ALMsys satisfy their contracts, then ELMsys satisfies CLMsys.

Remark 2 (Intermediate Assumption Nodes). In the general case, the use of explicit assumptions of a contract
C for an element E can be captured in a contract structure by introducing intermediate assumption nodes with:
outgoing ”Assumption of” arcs to the guarantee of C; and incoming ”Fulfills” arcs from both guarantees of
contracts for siblings of E and assumptions of contracts for proper ancestors of E. The use of intermediate
assumption nodes should only be used when absolutely necessary since it introduces an extra verification step
than those presented in Theorem 3 in order to ensure that the property (19) holds. The extra verification step
is to check that the direct predecessors of an assumption node fulfill the assumption.

Remark 3 (Circular Reasoning). Since the assumptions and guarantees of a contract structure are organized
into a directed acyclic graph, the use of circular argumentation is avoided. Note that circularity can be resolved
in other ways, e.g. by introducing assumptions about the computational model [1] or the timing model [65].
See also [64], [70] for more discussions on such matters.

VI. INDUSTRIAL CASE - THE FUEL LEVEL DISPLAY-SYSTEM

This section shows an explicit use of the concepts presented in Sec. II- V by structuring and specifying
safety requirements, i.e. requirements that have been assigned a SIL [91], on an industrial system. The
safety requirements will be structured as proposed in ISO 26262 - a functional safety standard for the
automotive industry. The industrial system is a Fuel Level Display (FLD)-system, installed on all heavy
trucks manufactured by Scania. In accordance with ISO 26262, a top-level safety requirement, i.e. a safety
goal, for the FLD-system is broken down all the way into SW and HW Safety Requirements on the C-code
implementation and associated HW.

Specifically, this is done by modelling the FLD-system and its environment as an architecture AFLDSys in
accordance with Sec. II. Contracts are formed for elements in AFLDSys in accordance with Section III and
the guarantee and the assumptions are specified by considering the scoping constraints presented in Sec. IV.
The contracts, expressing relations between safety requirements on the elements in AFLDSys in accordance
with Sec. V-A, are structured using a contract structure as presented in Sec. V.
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A. Architecture of the FLD-System

The FLD-system is a safety-critical system and this section will consider the actual C-code that is compiled
and flashed onto the produced vehicles. The basic functionality of the FLD-system is to provide an estimate
of the fuel volume in the fuel tank to the driver. The functionality is distributed across three ECU (Electric
Control Unit)-systems, i.e. an ECU with sensors and actuators, in the E/E-system of the vehicle EV ehicle:
Engine Management System (EMS) EEMS , Instrument Cluster (ICL) EICL, and Coordinator (COO) ECOO.
The ECU-systems also interact with the fuel tank EFuelTank and the parking brake system EpBrakeSys that
both are outside of the E/E-system of the truck. The environment of the vehicle EV ehicle in AFLDSys solely
consists of a ”driver” EDriver with an interface identical to the vehicle EV ehicle.

There are several architectural variants of the FLD-system, e.g. variability in fuel tanks, types of sensors,
etc. Due to space restrictions, only one type of architecture is considered here. The considered variant is
shown in Fig. 13 where all port variables and elements that are not relevant have been removed for reasons
of readability. The sharing of port variables is either visualized by connecting port variables with a line or by
the appearance of port variables on several edges of rectangles.

COO ECOO estimates the fuel volume actualFuelV olume[%] in the tank EFuelTank by a Kalman filter.
The input signals to ECOO are: the position sensedFuelLevel[%] of a floater in the fuel tank EFuelTank,
as sensed by the fuel sensor EfuelSensor; and the Controller Area Network (CAN) signal FuelRate[l/h] in
the message FuelEconomy, transmitted on CAN1 from EMS EEMS . The CAN signal FuelRate[l/h] is an
estimate of the current fuel consumption. The estimated fuel volume is transmitted on CAN2 as the CAN
signal FuelLevel[%] in the CAN message DashDisplay. The CAN message is received by ICL EICL where
a fuel gauge indicatedFuelV olume[%] in the display presents the information to the driver.

A development according to ISO 26262 revolves around an item, i.e. ”a system that implements a function
at a vehicle level” [48]. For the analysis in this section, COO ECOO is chosen to be the item. In Fig. 13, the
architecture of the SW ESW of the ECU EECU of ECOO is shown, as well as the ECU-HW EHW , the fuel
sensor EfuelSensor, and the relevant elements in the environment of the item in AFLDSys.

The SW architecture of COO is structured as follows: the APPLication (APPL) layer consists of SW
components that implement the high level functionality of the ECU EECU ; the MIDDleware (MIDD) layer
contains the SW components in charge of controlling the I/O, e.g. sensors and actuators, connected to the
ECU and the encoding/decoding of CAN messages; and the Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) layer contains
the SW components that manages the low-level interaction with the executing platform, i.e. the ECU HW
EHW .

For further understanding, functions inside of the different elements in the SW architecture are also shown
in Fig. 13, as well as data and control flow between the functions. Each function that is shown in Fig. 13 is
part of an element and is associated with a function trigger, i.e. a boolean port variable of the element where
the port variable shares the same identifier as the function. Due to space restrictions, the identifiers of the
function triggers are not shown in Fig. 13, and each function trigger that is associated with a main function,
identified as funcID_20ms in Fig. 13, is not shown at all.

B. Specification and Structuring of Safety Requirements

In this section, the safety goal and safety requirements are specified and structured in parallel to the
architecture AFLDSys of the FLD-system using a contract structure for AFLDSys as shown in Fig. 14. The
specification of a guarantee of a contract for an element in AFLDSys is made by considering the intended
responsibility of the element in the context as a whole. This means that the guarantee, i.e. a safety requirement
on the element, and also the assumptions, will not necessarily be limited to the interface of the element.

Regarding the representation of requirements, port variables are referred to using the format ’name[unit]’
or simply ’name’, such as e.g. actualFuelV olume[%] and FifoBuffer. To pair a requirement with
assumptions, a reference is made to one, or a set of requirement on elements in the environment, by writing
’{SR#}’ besides the requirement.

Different hierarchical levels of requirements as described in ISO 26262, i.e. safety goals, Functional
Safety Requirements (FSRs), Technical Safety Requirements (TSRs), and Hardware and Software Safety
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ch_U32

Figure 13. The architecture AFLDSys of the FLD-system where only the relevant port variables and elements are shown. Different rela-
tions, e.g. data and control flow, between different SW functions and port variables are explained in the legend at the bottom of the figure.
NOTE: The architecture and the naming are modified to protect the integrity of the implementation. The original complexity and intent
of the architecture is, however, sustained.
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Figure 14. Contract structure for the architecture AFLDSys where the structure of the elements are not shown for reasons of
readability.

Requirements (HWSRs/SSRs) are mapped to the type of port variable referred to in the requirements. That
is, if a requirement refers to port variables that model properties at a vehicle level or those shared between
ECU-systems, it is considered to be an FSR. If both port variables with HW and SW properties are referred
to, it is considered to be a TSR and if only port variables with e.g. only SW properties are referenced, it is
considered to be a SSR, and so on.

As a limitation due to space restrictions, only requirements that are applicable when the ignition is on, are
considered. In SW, that corresponds to only including requirements applicable during run-time. It is assumed
that every main function, identified as funcID_20ms in Fig. 13, is run every 20 ms and that the data-flow is
exclusive to what is shown in Fig. 13, i.e. no other element can read or write to a variable other than what is
shown. Furthermore, upon triggering a function by setting its function trigger from false to true, the function
is assumed to terminate (which means that the function trigger is again set to false) within a negliable time.
The term ’corresponds to’ is used when two variables/values are approximately equal, e.g. when they only
differ in type or deviate due to small delays.

1) Specification of the Safety Goal: As shown in Table I, the safety goal SG, under the responsibility of the
vehicle EV ehicle, expresses that: the indicated fuel volume, shown by the gauge, shall not be greater than the
fuel volume in the tank while the parking brake is not applied. The state when the vehicle EV ehicle is parked
is hence considered as a safe state of the vehicle. The safety goal SG is also shown as a node in the contract
structure shown in Fig. 14.

2) Safety Requirements on COO (the item) and its environment: As shown in Fig. 14, the safety goal SG has
an incoming ”Assumptions of” arc from the FSR FSRDriver, which means that FSRDriver is an assumption of
the contract ({FSRDriver},SG) for EV ehicle in accordance with Sec. V-B. This means that the safety goal is
under the responsibility of the vehicle EV ehicle, but only if the driver EDriver fulfills the assumption FSRDriver,
i.e. that the driver does not refuel the vehicle while the parking brake is not applied, as expressed in Table II.

In accordance with Sec. V-B, the arc from the FSR FSRCOO to the safety goal SG in Fig. 14, means that
the intent is that FSRCOO fulfills SG. As can be seen in Table I, these two requirements are the same, which
means that the responsibility of SG is fully delegated from the vehicle EV ehicle to COO ECOO. However, the
FSR FSRCOO is only under the responsibility of ECOO, if the environment of ECOO fulfills the requirements
TSRTank, FSREMS , and FSRICL, as shown in Fig. 14.

As shown in Table II, the requirements TSRTank and FSREMS , express the following in the nominal case,
respectively: the fuel sensor EfuelSensor is correctly installed in the tank EFueltank; and EMS EEMS provides
an accurate estimate of the fuel consumption, when driving. The FSR FSRICL, under the responsibility of ICL
EICL, expresses in the nominal case that: the indicated fuel volume, shown by the gauge, shall correspond
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Table I. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS ON COO ECOO (THE ITEM) AND SAFETY GOAL

SG IF actualParkingBrake[Bool] is false, THEN indicatedFuelV olume[%], shown by the fuel gauge, is less than or equal
to actualFuelV olume[%]. {FSRDriver}

FSRCOO
IF actualParkingBrake[Bool] is false, THEN indicatedFuelV olume[%], shown by the fuel gauge, is less than or equal
to actualFuelV olume[%]. {TSRTank,FSREMS ,FSRICL}

Table II. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE ITEM (ICL EICL , TANK EFueltank , DRIVER EDriver , AND
EMS EEMS )

FSRDriver IF actualParkingBrake[Bool] is false, THEN the derivative of actualFuelV olume[%] is less than or equal to 0.

TSRTank
The position of the floater sensedFuelLevel[%], sensed by the fuel sensor, does not deviate more than ±10% from actual-
FuelV olume[%] in the fuel tank.

FSREMS

IF actualParkingBrake[Bool] is false AND CAN1 is equal to CAN message FuelEconomy AND it has not passed more
than 0.3s1 since the last time CAN1 was equal to FuelEconomy, THEN CAN signal FuelRate[litres/h] in FuelEconomy
does not deviate more than ±1% from the derivative of actualFuelV olume[%]; OR FuelRate[litres/h] is equal to 0xFE
(error). {FSRDriver}

FSRICL

IF it has not passed more than 1s1 since the last time CAN2 was equal to CAN message DashDisplay containing CAN signal
FuelLevel[%] that is not equal to 0xFE (error), THEN indicatedFuelV olume[%], shown by the fuel gauge, corresponds
to FuelLevel[%]. Otherwise, indicatedFuelV olume[%] is equal to 0.

Table III. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS ON APPL SW AND MIDD SW COMPONENTS

FSRFUEL
IF actualParkingBrake[Bool] is false, THEN indicatedFuelV olume[%], shown by the fuel gauge, is less than or equal
to actualFuelV olume[%]. {TSRTank,FSREMS ,FSRICL,TSRANIN ,TSR1−2

ICAN ,TSR1−2
OCAN}

TSRANIN
fuelSensorRes V al F32[%] corresponds to the floater position sensedFuelLevel[%], sensed by the fuel sensor; OR
fuelSensorRes SS U08[Enum] has the value ERR. {TSRADCC ,HWSRfuelSensor}

TSR1
ICAN

IF it has not passed more than 0.3s1 since the last time CAN1 was equal to CAN message FuelEconomy containing CAN
signal FuelRate[l/h] that is not equal to 0xFE (error), THEN fuelRate V al F32[l/h] corresponds to FuelRate[l/h].
{SSRRCAN ,FSRRCAN}

TSR2
ICAN

IF CAN signal FuelRate[l/h] in CAN message FuelEconomy was equal to 0xFE (error) the last time CAN1 was
equal to FuelEconomy OR it has passed more than 0.3s1 since the last time CAN1 was equal to FuelEconomy, THEN
fuelRate SS U08[Enum] is equal to ERR. {SSRRCAN ,TSRRCAN}

TSR1
OCAN

IF CAN2 is equal to CAN message DashDisplay containing CAN signal FuelLevel[%] that is equal to 0xFE (error) AND it
has not passed more than 1s1 since the last time CAN2 was equal to DashDisplay, THEN estFuelLevel SS U08[Enum]
corresponds to ERR. {TSRTCAN}

TSR2
OCAN

IF CAN2 is equal to CAN message DashDisplay containing CAN signal FuelLevel[%] that is not equal to 0xFE (error)
AND it has not passed more than 1s1 since the last time CAN2 was equal to DashDisplay, THEN FuelLevel[%] corresponds
to estFuelLevel V al F32[%]. {TSRTCAN}

1For confidentiality reasons, the values are either modified or not provided.

to the estimated fuel volume, transmitted onto CAN2 by ECOO. As further shown in Fig. 14, the assumption
FSRDriver of the contract for the vehicle, is also an assumption of the contract containing FSREMS , under
the responsibility of EEMS .

3) Safety Requirements on Application and Middleware SW: In Table III, the safety requirements FSRFUEL,
TSRANIN , TSR1−2

ICAN , and TSR1−2
OCAN on the SW components FUEL EFUEL, ANIN EANIN , ICAN EICAN

and OCAN EOCAN , respectively, are presented. The SW components in the MIDD SW provide the APPL
SW with SW-signals that correspond to readings from sensors and CAN signals and also encode SW-signals
from the APPL SW into CAN messages.

As can be seen in Table I and Table III, the FSR FSRFUEL on FUEL is the same as FSRCOO, which
means that the responsibility of FSRCOO is delegated to FUEL, given that the environment of EFUEL fulfills
the requirements TSRTank, FSREMS , and FSRICL, and furthermore TSRANIN , TSR1−2

ICAN , and TSR1−2
OCAN

as shown in Fig. 14.
The TSR TSRANIN expresses that the input signal fuelSensorRes V al F32[%] corresponds to the

position of the floater sensedFuelLevel[%], or the status signal fuelSensorRes SS U08[Enum] has the
value ERR. The TSRs TSR1−2

ICAN expresses that the input signal fuelRate V al F32[litres/h] to FUEL
corresponds to CAN signal FuelRate[l/h] in CAN message FuelEconomy in case FuelRate[l/h] is not
equal to 0xFE (error). In case FuelRate[l/h] is equal to 0xFE (error) or if the signal was expected sooner,
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Table IV. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS ON BIOS SW COMPONENTS

TSRADCC fP inRes s32[mV ] corresponds to the voltage value V Fuel[mV ]. {HWSR1
HW , SSR1

DMAC , SSR2
DMAC}

TSRRCAN IF CAN1 is equal to a CAN message rmsg, THEN rmsg is in FiFoBuffer within 20ms. {HWSR2
HW , SSR1−2

BUFF }

SSRRCAN
IF the oldest message in FiFoBuffer has PGN 0xFEF2 when Rcan getRxMsg U32 transitions from false to true,
THEN rmsg corresponds to FuelEconomy when Rcan getRxMsg U32 transitions from true to false. {SSR1−2

BUFF }

TSRTCAN
IF tmsg has PGN 0xFEFC when Tcan putTxMsg E transitions from false to true, THEN DashDisplay corresponds
to tmsg the next time CAN2 is equal to DashDisplay. {HWSR3

HW }

SSR1
DMAC

The DMA channel that corresponds2 to ch U32 when Dmac enableCh transitions from false to true, is enabled when
Dmac enableCh transitions from true to false.

SSR2
DMAC

The DMA channel that corresponds2 to ch U32 when Dmac disableCh transitions from false to true, is disabled when
Dmac disableCh transitions from true to false.

SSR1
BUFF

The value of rmsg when Buff put B transitions from false to true, is added to FiFoBuffer before Buff put B
transitions from true to false.

SSR2
BUFF When Buff get B transitions from true to false, rmsg is the oldest message in FiFoBuffer.

2timerCh U32 and rfifoCh U32 corresponds to the DMA channels timerCh and timerCh, respectively.

Table V. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS ON COO ECU HW OR HW COMPONENTS

HWSRfuelSensor
The fuel sensor converts the floater position sensedFuelLevel[%] into a voltage value V Fuel[mV ] according to
table Y3; OR 3000 < V Fuel[mV ] OR V Fuel[mV ] < 2003.

HWSR1
HW

IF the DMA channels timerCh AND rfifoCh are enabled for approx. 20ms, THEN a RAW value of V Fuel[mV ]
is available in ADC RFIFO.

HWSR2
HW

IF CAN1 is equal to a CAN message rmsg, THEN rmsg is in HWreceiveBuffer AND Rcan decodeCan is
set to true.

HWSR3
HW

IF a CAN message tmsg is the oldest message in HWsendBuffer, THEN CAN2 is equal to tmsg, the next time
CAN2 is equal to a message in HWsendBuffer.

3For confidentiality reasons, the values are either modified or not provided.

then fuelRate SS U08[Enum] is equal to ERR. The TSRs TSR1−2
OCAN expresses that the output signal

estFuelLevel V al F32[%] to FUEL is transmitted on CAN2 as the signal FuelLevel[%] in CAN message
DashDisplay if estFuelLevel SS U08[Enum] is not equal to ERR. In case estFuelLevel SS U08-
[Enum] is equal to ERR, then FuelLevel[%] is equal to 0xFE.

4) Safety Requirements on Basic Input/Output System SW and HW Components: In Table IV, the safety
requirements TSRTCAN , SSRRCAN , TSRADCC , SSR1−2

DMAC , and SSR1−2
BUFF on the SW components TCAN

ETCAN , RCAN ERCAN , ADCC EADCC , DMAC EDMAC and BUFF EBUFF , respectively, are presented.
The SW components in the BIOS-layer provide the MIDD-layer with SW-signals that correspond to voltage
values at the input pins for analogue sensors and manages the HW/SW interaction.

As shown in Fig. 14, the TSR TSRADCC and the HWSR HWSRfuelSensor are assumptions of the contract
containing the guarantee TSRANIN , under the responsibility of EANIN . The TSR TSRADCC expresses that
the SW-signal fP inRes s32[mV ] corresponds to a voltage value V Fuel[mV ] at one of the input pins of
the ECU EECU and the HWSR HWSRfuelSensor expresses that the fuel sensor EfuelSensor either provides
the intended values or values that are out-of-range, as shown in Table V.

However, the TSR TSRADCC is only under the responsibility of EADCC , given that the environment of
EADCC fulfills the assumptions HWSR1

HW and SSR1−2
DMAC as shown in Fig. 14. The assumption HWSR1

HW

expresses a requirement on the ECU HW EHW , i.e. that a RAW Analog/Digital Converter (ADC) value is
available if the ADC is allowed to sample for 20ms, i.e. an execution tick, as shown in Table V. In order
for ADCC EADCC to control the ADC, it has to enable/disable Direct Memory Access (DMA)-channels by
calling functions in DMAC EDMAC . Hence, as stated in the assumptions SSR1−2

DMAC , under the responsibility
of DMAC EDMAC , the DMA-channels are enabled/disabled by calling the functions Dmac_disableCh-
(ch U32) and Dmac_enableCh(ch U32), respectively, where appropriate values of the argument ch U32
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match specific DMA channels.
In Fig. 14, the TSR TSRRCAN and the SSR SSRRCAN are assumptions of both the contracts containing

the guarantees TSRRCAN and SSRRCAN . The SSR SSRRCAN expresses that if the oldest message rmsg
in the queue FiFoBuffer has Parameter Group Number (PGN) number OxFEF2 when the function
Rcan_getRxMsg_U32 is called, then rmsg corresponds to FuelEconomy. The TSR TSRRCAN expresses
that if FuelEconomy has arrived within 20ms, i.e. since the latest execution tick, then it has been placed in
the queue FiFoBuffer.

As shown in Fig. 14, the SSRs SSR1−2
BUFF and HWSR2

HW are the assumptions of the contract containing the
guarantee TSRRCAN and SSR1−2

BUFF are the assumptions of the contract containing the guarantee SSRRCAN .
The SSRs SSR1−2

BUFF express that the responsibility of EBUFF is to manage the queue FiFoBuffer and
HWSR2

HW expresses the requirement on the ECU HW EHW that RCAN ERCAN is notified whenever a new
CAN message has arrived in HWreceiveBuffer.

The TSRs TSR1−2
OCAN are under the responsibility of EOCAN as shown in Fig. 14, given that the environment

of EOCAN fulfills the TSR TSRTCAN , under the responsibility of ETCAN . The TSR TSRTCAN expresses
that if the function Tcan_putTxMsg_E is called with an argument tmsg with a PGN 0xFEFC, then
DashDisplay, corresponding to tmsg, is to be transmitted on CAN2, given that the ECU HW EHW fulfills
the HWSR HWSR3

HW . The HWSR HWSR3
HW expresses that the messages placed in HWsendBuffer

are to be transmitted on CAN2 in the order in which they are placed in HWsendBuffer.

C. Discussion

As can be observed in Sec. VI-B, each contract in Tables I-V allows a clear separation of responsibilities
between an element in AFLDSys and its environment by explicitly declaring what the element requires from
its environment as assumptions, in order to ensure that the requirement is met. That is, if e.g. the fuel sensor
EfuelSensor is installed incorrectly, i.e. if the environment of ECOO does not fulfill the assumption TSRTank

of the contract for ECOO, then it cannot be ensured that ECOO meets its responsibility expressed by the FSR
FSRCOO.

Regarding the specification of the requirements, references to port variables were made in compliance
with the conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 6. Considering the contract ({FSRDriver}, SG) for EV ehicle

as an example, since the scope {actualParkingBrake[Bool], actualFuelV olume[%]} of the assumption
FSRDriver is a subset of the interface of EDriver, i.e. the environment of the vehicle EV ehicle as mentioned
in Sec. VI-A, the condition (a) of Definition 6 holds. Furthermore, since the scope of SG is a subset of the
interface of EV ehicle, the condition (b) of Definition 6 holds.

In accordance with Theorem 2, this means that necessary constraints on the scopes of the assumptions and
the guarantee of the contract ({FSRDriver},SG) hold in order for the environment EDriver and the element
EV ehicle to meet their responsibilities, expressed by FSRDriver and SG, respectively. Therefore, the conditions
(a) and (b) of Definition 6 serve as a sanity check of the contract ({FSRDriver}, SG) and also of all the other
contracts presented in Tables I- V.

The contract structure for AFLDSys shown in Fig. 14 organizes the safety requirements in Tables I- V
on elements in AFLDSys. The contract structure gives an overview of all the relations between the safety
requirements and the possibility of tracing atomic safety requirements to the safety goal. The intent of the
relations are well-defined in Theorem 3, which means that the exact conditions that need to be verified are
given, in order to ensure that the vehicle meets its responsibility expressed by the safety goal SG.

Furthermore, since an assumption of a contract in the contract structure in Fig. 14 corresponds to a guarantee
of another contract in accordance with Sec. V-A, the contract structure offers a compact representation of
the dependencies between the requirements on the elements in AFLDSys. That is, if intermediate assumption
nodes were instead used as discussed in Remark 2, the contract structure in Fig. 14 would have almost twice as
many nodes. Moreover, as also mentioned in Remark 2, the use of intermediate assumption nodes introduces
an extra verification step than those presented in Theorem 3 in order to ensure that the property (19) holds.
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VII. RELATED WORK

As mentioned in Sec. III, the notion of contracts was first introduced in [67] as a pair of pre- and post-
conditions [36], [45], [57], to be used as formal specification in object-oriented programming. Since then, the
work in [67] has been extended to component-based design [40] and analog systems [86], [87], and introduced
in the formalisms Behavior Interaction Priority (BIP) [16] and refinement calculus [8], in [42], [78] and [7],
respectively. Furthermore, in the european research project SPEEDS [85], a contract theory [12], [14] was
introduced as a means to meet the challenges in the design of CPSs [60], [81]. Similar work to [12], [14] is
also presented in [34], [88]. Recent work include meta theories of contracts in [10], [13] and also in [22] with
tool support [21], as well as extensions to modalities [59] in [27], [41] and to a stochastic setting in [15],
[33], [43]. The use of contracts has been proposed for analyzes integration [80] and as a means to achieve
functional safety in [5], [9], [11], [28] and also in [83] with tool support [84].

The notion of contracts is also closely related to the idea of compositional verification/reasoning [32], [46]
that has its origins in two independent theories [52], [53] and [68], inspired by ideas on proof methods for
sequential [36], [38], [45] and concurrent [6], [56], [73] programs. Since the conception of [52], [53], [68],
several frameworks that extend the ideas in [52], [53] and [68], have emerged, such as e.g. [1] and [2], [76],
respectively. Furthermore, techniques to automate compositional verification have been proposed, see e.g. [77]
or [23] for a survey. Moreover, compositional verification has been proposed for model checking, see e.g. [4]
or [55] for an overview. Given that the two approaches [52], [53] and [68] are the same in principle, meta
theories [19], [63], [94] have been introduced to unify [52], [53] and [68]. Recently, with inspiration from [44],
[65], [66], the use of compositional verification in software was extended to system verification in [25] and
compositional theories that extend interface automa [30], [62] have been proposed in [20], [29], [79].

Considering the approaches for compositional reasoning presented above, none has any explicit support for
the specification or structuring of requirements that are not limited to element interfaces. This means that, in
contrast to the present chapter, the organization of contracts presented in Sec. VI-B is not supported.

In accordance with [12], [14] and also with [15], [81], [90], [92], contracts and behaviors of elements are
in the present paper both defined by relying on the concept of a set of runs, also referred to as traces [1].
The concept of runs is, in turn, largely inspired by the works in [18], [71], [75] that generalize the concept of
trace structures [37], [93] to represent behaviors that are independent of a particular model of computation.

In Sec. II-B, the concept of an element that essentially corresponds to a HRC [26], [54] as used in [12],
[14], was introduced. The main difference is that a HRC can have several implementations, i.e. behaviors,
which means that an element corresponds to an implementation of a HRC, rather than to a HRC itself. An
element in the present paper is in that sense more similar to a component as defined in [82] that is inspired
by the tagged signal model [61] and interface theory [31].

Sec. II-C introduced a general definition of an architecture [48], [49], which means that the definition is
applicable regardless of the domain, e.g. mechanical, software, etc., that is considered. To capture additional
conditions on an architecture A where the interface X of each element E = (X,B) in A is split into two
disjoint sets of inputs Xin and outputs Xout, the approach in the contract framework [12], [14] of SPEEDS
can be used. Specifically, the following conditions can be introduced for each element E = (X,B) in A : a)
p̂rojXin

(B) = ΩXin
where ΩXin

is the set of all runs for Xin, which means that the behavior is receptive
to Xin; and b) Xout ∩XEnvA (E)

out = ∅ where XEnvA (E)
out is the union of the set of output ports of elements in

the environment EnvA (E) of E in A . This is essentially the approach in [12], [14] but where the constraint
(b) is enforced in [12], [14] by a composition operator on HRCs rather than by relying on the notion of an
architecture.

Concerning the notion of contract structures presented in Sec. V-B, out of an extensive literature search of
contract approaches [7], [12]–[15], [27], [33], [40], [41], [43], [67], [78], [78], [81], [86], [87], [90], [92],
only the work in [90] has a graph-based approach for structuring contracts. However, in contrast to contract
structures as defined in the present chapter, the organization of contracts in [90] is limited to express an
hierarchy of contracts with only two levels and is further limited to only allow one contract for an element.
However, the work in [90] explicitly supports the use of explicit assumption nodes, which means that the
organization of contracts in [90] can be seen as a complementary approach to contract structures.
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Contract structures also have a lot in common with Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE)
models, see e.g. I* [95] or KAOS [89] or [58] for a survey, which draws on ideas presented in [50], [51],
[74]. The main difference is that while a contract structure represents an hierarchy of contracts in general, the
use of assumptions, also called expectations, in GORE models are strictly limited to top-level specifications
that split the responsibilities between a software system and its environment. Furthermore, a similar concept
to a contract structure is presented in [72], based on Bayesian networks.

Regarding properties of contracts, the reader is referred to [90] that presents definitions of the contract
properties consistency [12]–[14], compatibility [12]–[14], and dominance [10], [78] where the definitions are
not restricted to the cases where a contract is limited to interfaces of elements and are further not confined to
a certain domain in particular. For other properties of contracts, such as e.g. parallel composition [12]–[15],
[33], [81], the conditions in Corollary 1 can be used in combination with the meta theories of contracts
in [10], [13] to instantiate definitions of properties of contracts. The conditions in Corollary 1 are needed
since instantiation conditions for the cases where contracts that are not limited to element interfaces, are not
presented in either [10] or [13].

VIII. CONCLUSION

In Sec. I, recent works [12], [14], [90], [92] were described where contracts are proposed as a means to
meet the challenges in the design of CPSs. Building on the works in [12], [14], [90], [92], Sec. II and Sec. III
presented a theoretic foundation capable of modelling CPS at all levels of design and conditions that ensure
that an element and its environment in an architecture meet their respective responsibilities with respect to a
contract. The conditions are general, which means that the conditions hold for any type of architecture that
is considered and further for the cases where the contract is not limited to the interface of the element.

Based on the concepts established in Sec. II and Sec. III, Sec. IV introduced necessary constraints on the
scopes of the assumptions and the guarantee of a contract in order for the conditions presented in Sec. III
to hold for an element in a given architecture. Furthermore, a new graph, called a contract structure was
introduced in Sec. V in order to support the structuring and tracing of requirements on a CPS using contracts.

The explicit use of the concepts presented in Sec. IV and V was shown in the industrial case-study in
Sec. VI where safety requirements were specified and structured in parallel to the architecture of the FLD-
system, as proposed by ISO 26262. A contract structure was used to organize the safety requirements and
enabled the individual tracing of safety requirements on HW and SW components back to the safety goal.
The scoping constraints were used as sanity checks of the contracts and hence facilitated the specification of
the safety requirements in practice.

Consider the generality of the theoretic framework and the conditions presented in Sec. II- III and the
adequate support for the specification and structuring of requirements presented in Sec. IV- V. Taking into
account these two aspects, the present chapter constitutes a general contract framework for structuring and
specifying requirements on CPSs. As mentioned in Sec. VII, the framework can also be refined for a specific
domain, e.g. software, and serve as a complement to other frameworks with slightly different focuses.
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APPENDIX

This section presents lemmas as well as proofs of Proposition 2 and Proposition 5.

Proposition 2. Given an architecture A containing an element E = (X,B), it holds that A is resolvable, if
and only if BEnvA (E) ∩̂B 6= ∅.

Lemma 2. Given an assertion W, a set of variables X ′′, and another set of variables X ′ ⊆ X ′′, it holds that
p̂rojX′′(W) ⊆̂ p̂rojX′(W).

Proof: In accordance with the relation (2), given an assertion W over a set of variables X , p̂rojX′′(W)
is the set of runs where each run in W is first extended with all possible runs for X ′′ \X and subsequently
restricted to X ′′. Given another set of variables X ′ ⊆ X ′′, p̂rojX′(W) is the set of runs where each run in
p̂rojX′′(W) is further restricted to X ′. This means that p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX′(W)) is the set of runs where each
run in p̂rojX′(W) is extended with all possible runs for X ′′ \X ′, while p̂rojX′′(W) is the set of runs where
each run in p̂rojX′(W) is extended with a subset of all the possible runs for X ′′ \ X ′. This implies that
p̂rojX′′(W) ⊆ p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX′(W)), which can also be written as p̂rojX′′(W) ⊆̂ p̂rojX′(W) in accordance
with Sec. II-A3.

The proof of Proposition 2 now follows.
Proof: For the if case, consider an architecture A containing an element E1 = (X1,B1) where it holds

that EnvA (E) = {Ei}Ni=2. Assume that BEnvA (E1) ∩̂B1 6= ∅, which, in accordance with Def. 3, means that⋂̂N

i=1
Bi 6= ∅.

Considering an arbitrary element (Xj ,Bj) in {Ei}Ni=1, in accordance with Sec. II-A2, this can also be
written as

p̂rojXj∪(
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi)
(Bj) ∩ p̂rojXj∪(

⋃N
i=1,i 6=j Xi)

(
⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=j
Bi) 6= ∅. (20)

Now consider the set of children {(Xjl,Bjl)}
Nj

l=1 of the element (Xj ,Bj). In accordance with Def. 2 and
Def. 3, it holds that

(

Nj⋃
l=1

Xjl \Xj) ∩ (

N⋃
i=1,i 6=j

Xi) = ∅. (21)

In order to show that A is resolvable, it can first be shown that the assertion obtained when the projection
of Bj onto Xj∪(

⋃N
i=1,i 6=j Xi) in the relation (20) is replaced with the projection of

⋂̂Nj

l=1Bjl onto (
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl)∪
(
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi), also is non-empty. This step can then be repeated for each element in {Ei}Ni=1 and then again
for each child of each element in {Ei}Ni=1, and so forth until the leaf elements are reached.

In accordance with Def. 2 and Sec. II-A, the projection of
⋂̂Nj

l=1Bjl onto (
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl) ∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi) can
be obtained by extending each run in the projection of Bj onto Xj ∪ (

⋃N
i=1,i 6=j Xi) with a subset of all the

possible runs for
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl \ Xj . This and the relation (21) imply, in accordance with Sec. II-A2, that in

order to apply the operation of intersection of the projection of
⋂̂Nj

l=1Bjl onto (
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl) ∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi)

and the projection of
⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=jBi onto Xj ∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi), each run in the projection of
⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=jBi onto
Xj ∪ (

⋃N
i=1,i 6=j Xi) first needs to be extended with all possible runs for

⋃Nj

l=1Xjl \Xj using the relation (2).

This means that each run in the projection of
⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=jBi onto Xj ∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi) is extended with a superset
of the set of runs for which each run in the projection of Bj onto Xj ∪ (

⋃N
i=1,i 6=j Xi) is extended with to

obtain the projection of
⋂̂Nj

l=1Bjl onto (
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl) ∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi). This and the relation (20) imply that
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p̂roj
(
⋃Nj

l=1 Xjl)∪(
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi)
(
⋂̂Nj

l=1
Bjl) ∩ . . . (22)

. . . p̂roj
(
⋃Nj

l=1 Xjl)∪(
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi)
(
⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=j
Bi) 6= ∅.

In accordance with Sec. II-A2 and Proposition 1, this can also be written as

p̂roj⋃Nj
l=1 Xjl

(
⋂̂Nj

l=1
Bjl) ∩̂ p̂roj⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi
(
⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=j
Bi) 6= ∅.

This and Proposition 1 imply that ⋂̂Nj

l=1
Bjl ∩̂(

⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=j
Bi) 6= ∅. (23)

Now consider an arbitrary element (Xk,Bk) in {Ei}Ni=1,i 6=j with children {(Xkm,Bkm)}Nk

m=1. In accordance
with Sec. II-A2, the relation (23) can also be written as

p̂roj
Xk∪(

⋃Nj
l=1 Xjl)∪(

⋃N
i=1,i 6=j,i6=k Xi)

(Bk) ∩ p̂roj
Xk∪(

⋃Nj
l=1 Xjl)∪(

⋃N
i=1,i 6=j,i6=k Xi)

(
⋂̂Nj

l=1
Bjl ∩̂(

⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=k
Bi)) 6= ∅.

(24)
In the following, it will be shown that the assertion obtained when the projection of the behavior Bk onto

Xk ∪ (
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl) ∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kXi) in the relation (23) is replaced with the projection of
⋂̂Nk

m=1Bkm onto
(
⋃Nk

m=1Xkm) ∪ (
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl) ∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kXi), also is non-empty. Since the following steps can also be
repeated for each remaining element Ei,i 6=j,i6=k, it can then be inferred that the intersection of the projection
of the behaviors of the children of each element in {Ei}Ni=1 onto the union of the interfaces of the children
of the elements in {Ei}Ni=1, is non-empty.

In accordance with Def. 2 and Def. 3, it holds that

(

Nk⋃
m=1

Xkm \Xk) ∩ ((

N⋃
i=1,i 6=j,i6=k

Xi) ∪ (

Nj⋃
l=1

Xjl)) = ∅. (25)

Consider the intent of replacing the projection of Bk onto Xk∪(
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl)∪(
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi) in the relation (24)

with the projection of
⋂̂Nk

m=1Bkm onto (
⋃Nk

m=1Xkm) ∪ (
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl) ∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kXi). In accordance with

Def. 2, and Sec. II-A, the projection of
⋂̂Nk

m=1Bkm onto (
⋃Nk

m=1Xkm)∪ (
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl)∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kXi) can be
obtained by extending each run in the projection of Bk onto Xk∪ (

⋃Nj

l=1Xjl)∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi) with a subset of
all the possible runs for

⋃Nk

m=1Xkm \Xk. This and the relation (25) imply, in accordance with Sec. II-A2, that

in order to apply the operation of intersection of the projection of
⋂̂Nk

m=1Bkm onto (
⋃Nk

m=1Xkm)∪(
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl)∪
(
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kXi) and the projection of
⋂̂Nj

j=1Bjl ∩̂(
⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kBi) onto Xk ∪ (
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl)∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kXi),

each run in the projection of
⋂̂Nj

l=1Bjl ∩̂(
⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kBi) onto Xk ∪ (
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl) ∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kXi) needs to
be extended with all possible runs for

⋃Nk

m=1Xkm \Xk using the relation 2. This means that each run in the

projection of
⋂̂Nj

l=1Bjl ∩̂(
⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kBi) onto Xk∪(
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl)∪(
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kXi) is extended with a superset
of the set of runs for which each run in the projection of Bk onto Xk∪(

⋃Nj

l=1Xjl)∪(
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j Xi) is extended

with to obtain the projection of
⋂̂Nk

m=1Bkm onto (
⋃Nk

m=1Xkm)∪ (
⋃Nj

l=1Xjl)∪ (
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=kXi). This and the
relation (24) imply that

p̂roj
(
⋃Nk

m=1 Xkm)∪(
⋃Nj

l=1 Xjl)∪(
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i 6=k Xi)
(
⋂̂Nk

m=1
Bkm) ∩ . . .
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. . . p̂roj
(
⋃Nk

m=1 Xkm)∪(
⋃Nj

l=1 Xjl)∪(
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=k Xi)
(
⋂̂Nj

l=1
Bjl ∩̂(

⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=k
Bi)) 6= ∅.

In accordance with Sec. II-A2 and Proposition 1, this can also be written as

p̂roj⋃Nk
m=1 Xkm

(
⋂̂Nk

m=1
Bkm) ∩̂ p̂roj

(
⋃Nj

l=1 Xjl)∪(
⋃N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=k Xi)
(
⋂̂Nj

l=1
Bjl ∩̂

⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=k
Bi) 6= ∅.

This and Proposition 1 imply that⋂̂Nk

m=1
Bkm ∩̂

⋂̂Nj

l=1
Bjl ∩̂

⋂̂N

i=1,i 6=j,i6=k
Bi 6= ∅. (26)

As previously mentioned, since the proof steps from the relation (24) to the relation (26) can be repeated
for each remaining element Ei, it follows that the intersection of the projection of the behaviors of the children
of each element in {Ei}Ni=1 onto the union of the interfaces of the children of the elements in {Ei}Ni=1, is
non-empty. This means that the proof steps up until now can be repeated until the leaf elements are reached,
which means that it follows that the intersection of the projection of the behavior of each leaf elements in
A onto the union of the interfaces of the leaf elements, is non-empty. In accordance with Def. 4, this means
that A is resolvable.

For the if-only case, assume that the intersection of the projection of the behavior of each leaf element in
an architecture A onto the union of the interfaces of the leaf elements, is non-empty. Consider an element
(X ′,B′) in A that only has leaf elements as children. Consider that an assertion B′′ 6= ∅ over X ′′ is the
intersection of the projection of the behavior of each leaf element that are children of (X ′,B′) onto the
union of the interfaces of the children of (X ′,B′). In accordance with Def. 2, this and Lemma 2 imply that
p̂rojX′′(B

′′) ⊆̂ p̂rojX′(B′′) and p̂rojX′(B
′′) = B′. This and since it holds that ∅ 6= B′′ = p̂rojX′′(B

′′) in
accordance with Proposition 1, it follows that ∅ 6= B′′ ⊆̂B′. It trivially follows that this also holds for any
parent and also any proper ancestor of a leaf element. Hence, considering an arbitrary element E = (X,B)
in A , it holds that BEnvA (E) ∩̂B 6= ∅ in accordance with Def. 3.

The following lemma is used in Lemma 4.

Lemma 3. Given three assertions W, W′, and W′′ where W ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅ and W ⊆̂W′, it holds that W′ ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅.

Proof: Consider three assertions W, W′, and W′′ over X , X ′, and X ′′, respectively, where it holds that
W ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅ and W ⊆̂W′. In accordance with Sec. II-A2, W ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅ can also be written as

p̂rojX∪X′′(W) ∩ p̂rojX∪X′′(W′′) 6= ∅. (27)

Consider that each run in the assertions p̂rojX∪X′′(W) and p̂rojX∪X′′(W′′) in the relation (27) are extended
with all possible run for X ′ \ (X ∪ X ′′). Since each run that is added to p̂rojX∪X′′(W) is also added to
p̂rojX∪X′′(W

′′), it holds that

p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W) ∩ p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W′′) 6= ∅. (28)

Lemma 5 and since it was given that W ⊆̂W′ imply that p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W) ⊆ p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W
′). This and

the relation (28) imply that p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W′)∩ p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W′′) 6= ∅. In accordance with Sec. II-A2 and
Proposition 1, this can also be written as p̂rojX′(W′) ∩̂ p̂rojX′′(W′′) 6= ∅. This and Proposition 1 imply that
W′ ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅.

The following lemma is used in Proposition 3 and Theorem 1.

Lemma 4. Given three assertions W, W′, and W′′ where ∅ 6= W ∩̂W′ ⊆̂W′′, it holds that W ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅.

Proof: Consider three assertions W, W′, and W′′ over X , X ′, and X ′′, respectively, where it holds that

∅ 6= W ∩̂W′ ⊆̂W′′. (29)

Since this implies that W ∩̂W′ 6= ∅ and since (W ∩̂W′) ∩̂(W ∩̂W′) = W ∩̂W′, it follows that

(W ∩̂W′) ∩̂(W ∩̂W′) 6= ∅.
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This, the relation (29), and Lemma 3 imply that W′′ ∩̂(W ∩̂W′) 6= ∅. It trivially follows that W ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅.

Proposition 5. Given two assertions W and W′ where ∅ 6= W ⊆̂W′, if W′ constrains a set of variables X ′′,
then X ′′ is also constrained by W.

Lemma 5. Given two assertions W and W′, and a set of variables X ′′, it holds that p̂rojX′′(W) ⊆
p̂rojX′′(W

′), if W ⊆̂W′.

Proof: Given two assertions W and W′ over X and X ′, respectively, and a set of variables X ′′, consider
that W ⊆̂W′, which can also be written as p̂rojX∪X′(W) ⊆ p̂rojX∪X′(W′) in accordance with Sec. II-A2. In
accordance with the relation (2), p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W)) means that each run in p̂rojX∪X′(W) is first extended
with all possible runs for X ′′\(X∪X ′), and subsequently restricted to X ′′. Similarly, p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W′))
means that each run in p̂rojX∪X′(W

′) is first extended with all possible runs for X ′′ \ (X ∪ X ′), and
subsequently restricted to X ′′. Since each run that exists in p̂rojX∪X′(W), also exists in p̂rojX∪X′(W′), and
since the runs are extended and restricted in the same manner, each run in p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W)) will also
exist in p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W′)), i.e. it holds that

p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W)) ⊆ p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W′)) (30)

Since W and W′ are assertions over X and X ′, respectively, in accordance with the relation (2), this
means that p̂rojX∪X′(W) and p̂rojX∪X′(W

′) are obtained by extending each run in W and W′ with all
possible runs for X ′ \X and X \X ′, respectively. Furthermore, the assertions p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W)) and
p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W

′)) are obtained by first extending each run in p̂rojX∪X′(W) and p̂rojX∪X′(W′) with
all possible runs for X ′′ \ (X ∪ X ′), and secondly by projecting the extended assertions onto X ′′. This
means that all the possible runs for X ′ \ (X ∪ X ′′) and X \ (X ′ ∪ X ′′) that W and W′ are extended
with to obtain p̂rojX∪X′(W) and p̂rojX∪X′(W

′), respectively, will subsequently be removed when project-
ing p̂rojX∪X′(W) and p̂rojX∪X′(W

′) onto X ′′. It follows that the assertions p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W)) and
p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W

′)) are hence also obtained by first extending each run in W and W′ with all possible
runs for X ′′ \X and X ′′ \X ′, and secondly, by projecting the extended assertions onto X ′′, respectively. That
is, the assertions p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W)) and p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W′)) are equal to the assertions p̂rojX′′(W)
and p̂rojX′′(W′), respectively. This and the relation (30) imply that p̂rojX′′(W) ⊆ p̂rojX′′(W′). In accordance
with Sec. II-A2, it hence holds that p̂rojX′′(W) ⊆ p̂rojX′′(W′).

The proof of Proposition 5 now follows.
Proof: Consider two assertions W and W′ over X and X ′, respectively, where ∅ 6= W ⊆̂W′, which can,

in accordance with Sec. II-A2, also be written as

∅ 6= p̂rojX∪X′(W) ⊆ p̂rojX∪X′(W′). (31)

Assume that W′ constrains a set of variables X ′′, which means, in accordance with the relation (3), that
for each variable x′′ ∈ X ′′ {

W′ ⊂̂ projX′\{x′′}(W′) X ′ \ {x′′} 6= ∅
∅ 6= W′ ⊂ Ω{x′′} otherwise.

(32)

Assume that W does not constrain a subset of X ′′, which will be shown to be contradictory, which will be
shown to be contradictory. In accordance with the relation (3) and since W 6= ∅, this means that there exists
a variable x′′ ∈ X ′′, such that

W = Ω{x′′}, or (33)

W = p̂rojX(projX\{x′′}(W)). (34)

Assume that the relation (33) holds. The relations (31) and (33), and since ΩX∪X′ = p̂rojX∪X′(Ω{x′′})

imply that ∅ 6= ΩX∪X′ ⊆ p̂rojX∪X′(W
′). This and since there does not exist an assertion over X ∪ X ′
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that is a superset of ΩX∪X′ , imply that p̂rojX∪X′(W′) = ΩX∪X′ . This and since ΩX∪X′ = p̂rojX∪X′(ΩX′)
and W′ is an assertion over X ′ imply that W′ = ΩX′ . However, this contradicts the relation (32) since
ΩX′ = p̂rojX′(projX′\{x′′}(ΩX′)) if X ′ \ {x′′} 6= ∅, and ΩX′ = Ω{x′′}, otherwise. This means that either the
relation (34) must hold, or W must constrain {x′′} ⊆ X ′′.

Assume that the relation (34) holds, and furthermore that X ′ \ {x′′} = ∅, which, in accordance with the
relation (32), means that it holds that ∅ 6= W′ ⊂ Ω{x′′}, which will be shown to be a contradiction. The
relation ∅ 6= W ⊆̂W′ and Lemma 5 imply that p̂roj{x′′}(W) ⊆ p̂roj{x′′}(W′). This and since the relation (34)
implies that W is obtained by extending each run in projX\{x′′}(W) with all possible runs for {x′′}, it follows
that Ω{x′′} ⊆ p̂roj{x′′}(W′). Since there does not exist any assertions over {x′′} that are supersets of Ω{x′′},
it follows that Ω{x′′} = p̂roj{x′′}(W

′). This and since it follows that W′ is an assertion over {x′′} from
the relation ∅ 6= W′ ⊂ Ω{x′′}, it holds that Ω{x′′} = W′. This contradicts the relation ∅ 6= W′ ⊂ Ω{x′′}.
Therefore, in order for the relation (34) to hold, it must hold that X ′ \ {x′′} 6= ∅. Assuming that this is the
case, the relation (32) implies that W′ ⊂̂ projX′\{x′′}(W′). In accordance with Sec. II-A2, this implies that
W′ ⊂ p̂rojX′(proj(X′)\{x′′}(W

′)). Extending both sides of this relation with all possible runs for X \ X ′
yields

p̂rojX∪X′(W
′) ⊂ p̂rojX′∪X′(proj(X′)\{x′′}(W′)). (35)

Consider the assertions p̂rojX′∪X′(proj(X′)\{x′′}(W
′)) and p̂rojX∪X′(p̂roj(X∪X′)\{x′′}(W

′)). In accor-
dance with the relation (2), the assertion p̂rojX∪X′(p̂roj(X∪X′)\{x′′}(W

′)) is obtained by extending the
assertion p̂roj(X∪X′)\{x′′}(W

′) with all possible runs for {x′′}. However, since Proposition 4 implies that
W′ cannot constrain any subset of X \ X ′ 6⊆ X ′, in accordance with the relation (3) and Sec. II-A,
p̂roj(X∪X′)\{x′′}(W

′) is obtained by extending proj(X′)\{x′′}(W
′) with all possible runs for X \ X ′. This

means that p̂rojX∪X′(p̂roj(X∪X′)\{x′′}(W
′)) is obtained by first extending proj(X′)\{x′′}(W′) with all possible

runs for X \ X ′, and then subsequently with all possible runs for {x′′}. This and since the assertion
p̂rojX′∪X′(proj(X′)\{x′′}(W

′)) is, in accordance with the relation (2), obtained by extending proj(X′)\{x′′}(W′)
with all possible runs for (X \X ′)∪{x′′}, imply that p̂rojX′∪X′(proj(X′)\{x′′}(W′)) is equal to the assertion
p̂rojX∪X′(p̂roj(X∪X′)\{x′′}(W

′)). This and the relation (35) implies that

p̂rojX∪X′(W
′) ⊂ p̂rojX∪X′(proj(X∪X′)\{x′′}(W′)). (36)

In accordance with Sec. II-A, the relation (34) implies that

p̂rojX∪X′(W) = p̂rojX∪X′(proj(X∪X′)\{x′′}(W)). (37)

Consider the relations (36) and (37) and the following two facts. The first fact is that the relation (37)
implies that p̂rojX∪X′(W) is obtained by extending each run in proj(X∪X′)\{x′′}(W) with all the possible
runs over {x′′}. The second fact is that the relation (36) implies that p̂rojX∪X′(W′) can be obtained by
extending each run in proj(X∪X′)\{x′′}(W

′) with a subset of all the possible runs over {x′′} and where at
least one run in proj(X∪X′)\{x′′}(W

′) is extended with a proper subset of all the possible runs over {x′′}.
These two facts imply that there exists at least one run in p̂rojX∪X′(W) that is not also in p̂rojX∪X′(W′),
which contradicts the relation (31). Therefore, the relation (34) does not hold, which means that there cannot
exist a variable x′′ ∈ X ′′ that is not constrained by W. This implies that if W′ constrains a set of variables
X ′′, then X ′′ is also constrained by W, which concludes the proof.
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